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This work presents a useful data structure to manage multiple biological sequences both
eﬃciently and generically. The objective is to create a data structure to aggregate similarities between biological sequences. The implemented method ensures that the contained sequences can be compressed while simultaneously the eﬃcient analysis of multiple
sequences exploiting parallel computing approaches is supported. The development of
new techniques in both categories has a strong impact on the state of the art research in
the ﬁeld of genome research, especially since the current development and wide spread
use of next generation sequencing is growing exceptionally fast.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine Datenstruktur zur eﬃzienten und generischen Verwaltung von
biologischen Sequenzen vorgestellt. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es eine Datenstruktur zu erschaffen, die Ähnlichkeiten multipler biologischer Sequenzen aggregiert und so zum Einen die
Größe der zu verwaltenden Sequenzen komprimiert und zum Anderen die eﬃziente Analyse multipler Sequenzen unter Ausnutzung von paralleler Berechnungen unterstützt. Die
Entwicklung verbesserter Methoden in beiden Kategorien schaﬀt einen bedeutenden Beitrag zur aktuellen Forschung, besonders da die gegenwärtige Entwicklung und ausgedehnte Benutzung von Sequenziertechnologien der zweiten Generation gewaltige Ausmaße annimmt.
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Introduction

“

I

... our work had reached a climax with the DNA
sequencing method and ... to continue would be
something of an anticlimax.
(Frederick Sanger, 1988)

e news of the last few weeks were dominated by a very small but nevertheless dangerous
organism, enterohemorrhagic Eseriia coli (EHEC). e bacterium caused severe health problems and even killed dozens of people. is might come as a surprise since it is a strain of
Eseriia coli, an organism commonly found in humans. What is the diﬀerence between
EHEC and other members of the Eseriia coli family.
e answer is hidden in their genetic construction plan, the  (Deoxyribonucleic acid)
which is the basis of all organisms. Following the instructions of a correct plan creates a
functional, healthy organism. e , oen referred to as genome, consists of a sequence of
bases. An insertion, deletion or the change of a single base into another can cause a totally
diﬀerent outcome of a gene product. If the plan contains errors, diseases, malfunctions or
disorders may occur. For this reason analysing  is a crucial part of our scientiﬁc world.
e interest in  sequencing has led to an enormous development in diﬀerent sequencing
techniques which are sensitive enough to decode the genome of an organism. In addition
to the increasing number in sequencing projects, newer high-throughput technologies were
developed which generate massive amounts of data. Furthermore, the new techniques become
more and more aﬀordable leading to personalised genomes which further increases the amount
of data to be handled. is development has led to a situation in which data storage has become
a problem since buying more and more capacity is expensive and cannot be the solution.
From this point of view, it is obvious that eﬃcient data structures and algorithms need to be
developed to handle the already existing data and to fulﬁl the needs of the future.
is thesis will describe the development, implementation and results of a data structure
with algorithms which can store and handle the genome of an organism in a fraction of its
original size.
e next sections will describe the observations mentioned above in more detail and give
an comprehensive overview.

1.1 A Short History of

Sequencing

e ﬁrst crucial development in  sequencing was performed by Frederick Sanger. In ,
Sanger et al. [] published the ﬁrst genome sequence of the bacteriophage Φ𝑋174 with
5, 375 nucleotides by using his “Plus and Minus” sequencing method [Sanger and Coulson,
].
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In the ’s he invented the Didesoxy sequencing method – more commonly known as Sanger
sequencing method – [Sanger et al., ]. Sanger was able to increase the length and the
velocity of sequencing. His pioneer work in decoding genomic sequences laid the foundation
for the current state of the art in genomics.
Since then the sequencing technology has improved continually and remarkable projects
have been accomplished characterising entire genomes of diﬀerent organisms (see I.. e
average length of the sequenced genomes increased consistently from 5, 368 base pairs of the
Bacteriophage Φ𝑋174 in , to almost 3.3 ∗ 10 base pairs of the Homo Sapiens in 
[International Human Genome Consortium, ].
Table I.1: A time line of ﬁrst published genome sequences of diﬀerent organisms over the
past thirty years.[Sanger et al., 1978],[Sanger et al., 1982],[Massung et al., 1993],[Goﬀeau et al.,
1996],[Blattner et al., 1997],[Adams et al., 2000],[International Human Genome Consortium,
2001],[Gregory et al., 2002]

Year (pbl.)









Organism
Bacteriophage Φ𝑋174
Bacteriophage Λ
Smallpox (major strain Bangladesh-1975)
Saccharomyces cerevisia
Escherichia coli 𝐾 − 12
Drosphila Melanogaster
Homo Sapiens
Mouse

Genome size
5, 368 base pairs
48, 502 base pairs
186, 102 base pairs
12, 495, 682 base pairs
4, 639, 221 base pairs
122, 653, 977 base pairs
3.3 ∗ 10 base pairs
3.4 ∗ 10 base pairs

One of the biggest achievements was the complete characterisation of the ﬁrst human genome sequence in  [International Human Genome Consortium, ]. Initially started in
, almost a decade aer the Sanger-sequencing approach was invented, the Human Genome
Project () announced to deliver the complete human genome sequence in . As long
ago as  the  published a ﬁrst dra covering about 83% of the entire human genome sequence. In  the dra ﬁlled in a coverage of almost 92%. ey used an advanced automated
Sanger sequencing approach and maintained a high accuracy which allows only for one miscall in 1, 000 base pairs (bp). e  was a long-term project that was publicly funded with
around $2.7 billion* . Despite the high accuracy of the automated Sanger-sequencing technology, it was too expensive and time-consuming to become the standard for current biochemical
and medical applications.

1.2 The Era of Massive Genome Sequencing
Since , the sequencing technology experienced a fundamental shi away from the automated Sanger approach towards new technologies capable of sequencing entire genomes with
dramatically lower costs and unprecedented higher throughput in less time. e new tech*
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nologies, also referred to as next-generation sequencing (), constitute various strategies that
rely on a combination of the modern biochemical procedures, sequencing and imaging [Metzker, ]. is had led to a new era of massive genome sequencing resulting in an immense
drop in sequencing costs in . e market prices declined exponentially to $0.32 for a mega
base (Mb) and around $30, 000 for an entire human genome in September  † (see ﬁgure
I.).

Figure I.1: Costs per genome and per Mb over the last decade. Note that on both y-axis the
log-scale is used.

In , the 1000 Genomes Project was announced [ Genomes Project Consortium, ].
is venture is one of today’s outstanding sequencing projects as it aims to produce the “most
detailed map of human genetic variation” by sequencing the genomes of at least one thousand
individuals around the world. It has become feasible solely due to major advancements in the
technologies of various ﬁelds and associated with the immense reduction in sequencing costs.
But still sequencing technology has not reached its climax, yet. Recently, the ﬁrst prototypes
of the so called nanopore– or single molecule third generation sequencing techniques are emerging [Nan, ]. ese systems are said to be even faster and more accurate as current 
technologies [Nan, ]. e genetics community expects that the $1, 000-Genome becomes
available in only a few years ‡ . While the tremendous revolution of sequencing technologies is
still ongoing, the statement of Frederick Sanger, back in , that the sequencing technology
has reached its climax, can be seen as rebued.
†
‡

hp://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/, received on ––
hp://www.nature.com/ng/qoty/index.html# straon, received on ––
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1.3 Novel Bioinformatical Challenges
As explained above, high-throughput instruments sequence up to one billion bp in a single day
at low costs, making large-scale sequencing more available than ever. us, bioinformatics has
experienced an enormous boom while facing new challenges in analysing and organising the
sequencing data. Typical applications for bioinformatics are whole genome mapping assemblies used in genome-wide association studies (’s) trying to detect genomic variations,
e.g., single nucleotide polymorphisms (’s) [Bentley et al., ; Hillier et al., ; Ley et al.,
], or structural variations [Chen et al., ]. Further applications are  sequencing for
expression proﬁling [Morin et al., ] and chromatin-immunoprecipitation sequencing to
identify protein binding sites [Barski et al., ].
Yet, the above listed applications have focussed on the processing of single sequences only. Certainly, the revolutionary development of  has created the need to extend these
problems to multiple sequences. Plenty of ’s are applied to reveal novel variations affecting the traits of versatile diseases. Such studies include patients with the same pathogenic
phenotype. e sequenced genomes of these patients are interrogated to ﬁnd potential risk
factors responsible for the observed pathogenic phenotype. For all included subjects and all
sequencing data the same algorithms and pipelines are applied repetitively to each sequence
separately. But it is well-observed that individuals of the same population and species reveal
only minor diﬀerences in their genetic code, because substantial genetic features have been
highly conserved during evolution. e eﬃciency of the listed analysing algorithms could beneﬁt greatly from approaches that exploit the high sequence similarity between individuals of
the same species. erefore, it would be suﬃcient enough to focus on the diﬀerences of each
sequence to a common reference.
Another major advancement of such structures would be the reduced memory requirements
to store the sequences. Currently, a deluge of sequencing data is produced by  applications
threatening to swamp the available data archives. Figure I. shows the super-exponentially
growth rate of such databases. e number of biological sequences is increasing dramatically since  and has already exceeded the 1 million mark in . us, novel space-saving
sequence formats are dearly required not just to decrease the space consumption but also for
economical reasons. Sequencing centres such as the NCBI in the USA or the EBI in the UK,
spend millions of dollars to manage the annual data growth. With the emerge of personalised
genomics this problem might spread out to smaller research institutions working with sequencing data.

Thesis Objectives
In this thesis I will extend the structure described in Pyl []. e introduced approach
promises great space saving potential since the amount of diﬀerences between two individuals
of the same species is usually very low. In Pyl [] Pyl encodes similar and diﬀerent regions
between two sequences as a set of positions (see chapter III for details).
‖



hp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, received on ––
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Figure I.2: Growth of GenBank. Shown is the annual growth of the sequence database GenBank
since 1982. On the x-axis are remarked the numbers of sequences in ,
steps.§
,

is concept is realized in SeqAn, providing a data structure referred to as Journal-String that
only focused on the eﬃcient management of one sequence to a reference sequence. JournalStrings have to be generated manually and one can not eﬃciently manage several sequences
with regard to a single reference. I will overcome these shortcomings by:
• designing and implementing a method that automatically generates a Journal-String out
of a sequence alignment and
• creating a container structure for the eﬃcient handling of multiple Journal-Strings.
As the focus of this thesis is a space eﬃcient storage of sequences, I will develop a new alignment score function. is score function will be optimized towards a space eﬃcient storage
of a Journal-String rather than an optimal similarity between two sequences.
Furthermore, I will develop diﬀerent formats to store the generated Journal-Strings. ese
formats consists of a human readable format and a format which uses every single bit in order
to obtain a maximal compression.
In addition to the space eﬃciency, the time eﬃciency is a crucial aspect of a data structure.
I implemented the concept of skip lists which is a probabilistic approach with an optimal
asymptotic runtime to increase the speed of handling Journal-Strings.
Besides the space and time eﬃciency of the data structure, it needs to be ﬂexible to be useful.
Reference sequences must be easily and eﬃciently exchangeable and it should be possible to
merge whole sets of Journal-Strings. I will fulﬁl both requirements within the created data
structure.



I Introduction

1.4 Outline
is thesis is divided into six chapters. e “Introduction” is followed by the chapter “Deﬁnitions & Fundamentals” in which work related terms and techniques are presented. e third
chapter “Background & Related Work” describes the background of journaling edit transcripts
exploiting a reference sequence as well as similar approaches that are related to this topic. e
main achievements of this thesis are explained in detail in the chapter “Methods and Implementations”, where solutions for the above mentioned issues are shown. ese are the generation of a journaled sequence out of a pairwise sequence alignment, the detection of a maximal
compressed pairwise sequence alignment, a novel approach to transfer multiple journaled sequences to a new reference sequence and the serialisation of entire sequences in a compact
form. In the chapter “Results & Discussion” the performance of the implemented algorithms
is analysed and the achieved compression factors are examined. Chapter VI, the “Conclusion”, outlines the major ﬁndings of this work. It discusses some prospective extensions and
advancements of the presented approaches and integrates them into the general research goal.
Supplementary materials can be found in the appendix. e corresponding paragraphs in
the text are acknowledged accordingly.



Deﬁnitions & Fundamentals

II

is chapter serves the beer understanding of the technologies and methods used during this
thesis. In the scope of this work three major issues are applied: the comparison of two strings,
the compression of a string and the presentation of data within memory. Before each of the
major issues is introduced and the essential items are described, the general term of a string
and of the string alphabet is deﬁned.

2.1 Strings & Alphabets
Deﬁnition  (String). In the following,  sequences, or more generally texts, are considered
as strings over the ﬁnite ordered alphabet Σ. e set of all possible strings of an alphabet is
∗
denoted as Σ and 𝜖 is the empty string. A string 𝑠 is a ﬁnite chain of 𝑛 elements with 𝑠 ∈ Σ,
∀𝑖 ∈ [0, … , 𝑛). Note that the ﬁrst element of a string is accessed at position 0. A substring of
a string is an inﬁx, with 𝑠 = [𝑠 , … , 𝑠 ), with 0 ≤ 𝑙 < 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 ∀𝑠 ∈ Σ. Special derivations
of the inﬁx are the preﬁx, denoted as 𝑠 = [𝑠 , … , 𝑠 ), with 0 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑛 ∀𝑠 ∈ Σ, and the suﬃx,
denoted as 𝑠 = [𝑠 , … , 𝑠 ), with 0 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 ∀𝑠 ∈ Σ. e length of a string 𝑠 is denoted as
|𝑠|. In the following the leer 𝑟 is reserved to denote the “reference string” explicitly.
Two primary alphabets are distinguished within this thesis. Σ denotes the set {𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐺, 𝑇}
which refers to the four nucleotides of the . Σ = {𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐺, 𝑇, 𝑁} is a ﬁve leer alphabet
containing the non-biological leer ‘N’ in addition. e leer ‘N’ is used whenever the nucleotide at a particular position cannot be determined with a certain accuracy. Strings of ‘N’s
oen occur in highly repetitive regions, like centromeres or telomeres, which are diﬃcult to
analyse with current technologies.

2.2 String Comparison
A measurement for the similarity, or in contrast, for the diversity of two strings is required by
many biological applications. For example, one is interested in the question of how the string
𝑎 became string 𝑏 over time. Which operations were applied to convert 𝑎 to 𝑏, and does a
certain conserved region indicate an essential genetic feature To solve those questions a global
alignment can be conducted on both sequences. e result is an edit transcript which decodes
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Figure II.1: Edit and manhattan transcript. Shown is the edit transcript between the two sequences
and
. The ﬁfth position of the edit transcript is a substitution. This is replaced by an insertion and a deletion in the manhattan transcript
(position , ).

the operations necessary to transform 𝑎 to 𝑏. e terms, edit transcript and global alignment
are deﬁned as follows.

Edit Transcript
Deﬁnition  (Edit transcript). e edit transcript is a string over the alphabet Δ = {𝑀, 𝑆, 𝐼, 𝐷}.
Usually the edit transcript refers to the Levensthein-Distance [Левенштейн (Levenshtein),
] which declares the number of edit operations that are necessary to transform one string
into another. Such an operation can be a match (𝑀), a substitution (𝑆), an insertion (𝐼) or a
∗
deletion (𝐷) of an element. For two strings 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Σ , 𝑎 is transformed into 𝑏 by applying the
operations of the edit transcript one-by-one from le-to-right to each element separately. e
edit transcript can be specialised by using the manhaan transcript. In that case the alphabet
changes to Δ = {𝑀, 𝐼, 𝐷}, a subset of the edit transcript alphabet. erefore the manhaan
transcript the special issue of allowing only insertions and deletions are for denoting diﬀerences.

Global Alignment
e edit transcript of two strings is strongly related to the global alignment problem. Two
strings can be compared on the basis of an alignment which identiﬁes regions that are conserved, or changed. e possibilities to obtain such an alignment between two strings are manifold. One strategy is to compute the best global alignment by minimising or maximising
the overall score of the edit transcript. is strategy requires a score function that assigns a
score to each applied operation. is raises the question how the best global alignment can be
found.
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Figure II.2: Illustration of the NeddlemanWunsch algorithm. The entire matrix is computed in order to determine the best global alignment.

Figure II.3: Illustration of the -band algorithm.
Only the part deﬁned by the -band is computed.

∗

Deﬁnition  (Best global alignment). Given two strings 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Σ with |𝑎| = 𝑛 and |𝑏| = 𝑚
and the additional character ‘−’, to denote a gap within a string, a global alignment of 𝑎 and
𝑏 is a pair of strings (𝑎 , 𝑏 ) of length 𝑙 with 𝑙 ≥ 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑚, 𝑛) over the alphabet Σ = Σ ∪ {−}
for which holds:
(a) |𝑎 | = |𝑏 | = 𝑙,
(b) there exists no position in the alignment at which 𝑎 as well as 𝑏 has a gap, such that
𝑎 ≠ − ∨ 𝑏 ≠ − ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, … , 𝑙).
e pair of strings 𝑎 and 𝑏 is an equivalent representation of the edit transcript. ey denote
the changes necessary to transform string 𝑎 to 𝑏 and vice versa.
Let 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑦) ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Σ be a score function assigning a score to any possible combination of 𝑥
and 𝑦. e score of an alignment (𝑎 , 𝑏 ) is the sum of scores of all columns of the alignment:

𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) =

𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ).

e best global alignment best(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) can be deﬁned as
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )|(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) is an alignment of a and b},
for all possible alignments (𝑎 , 𝑏 ).
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Linear Gap Costs
Needleman and Wunsch [] introduced a dynamic programming approach to compute the
∗
best global alignment. is approach is based on organising two strings 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Σ , with |𝑎| = 𝑛
(
)⋅(
)
and |𝑏| = 𝑚 into a matrix 𝑀
and computing a score for every cell 𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗). Note
that one additional row as well as one additional column is needed for the initialisation. e
score of the active cell 𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) is computed from the score of one of the preceding cells in the
diagonal (𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1)), vertical (𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1)) or horizontal (𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗)) direction plus a
particular penalty for the respective direction. e recursion is deﬁned as:
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1)
+𝛾
𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗)
+𝛾

(II.)

e value of the preceding cell is penalised by the score function 𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ), with 𝑎 , 𝑏 ∈ Σ,
∗
∀𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛) and ∀𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑚). If two strings 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ Σ are aligned then the edit operations are
penalised as:
• 𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ), with 𝑎 = 𝑏 is a match from 𝑎 to 𝑏,
• 𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ), with 𝑎 ≠ 𝑏 is a substitution from 𝑎 to 𝑏,
• 𝛾 = 𝜎(𝑎 , −) is a deletion from 𝑎 to 𝑏,
• 𝛾 = 𝜎(−, 𝑏 ) is an insertion from 𝑎 to 𝑏.
e best alignment can be obtained by tracing back the path that computes the maximal
score starting at the last cell 𝑀(𝑛, 𝑚). In ﬁgure II. it is shown an abstract scenario of a global
alignment. e blue area of the matrix indicates that all entries of the matrix are computed.
e dark line through the matrix indicates the path with the maximal score and denotes the
best alignment. e corresponding algorithm is represented in pseudo code in the appendix
A..
If the aligned strings 𝑎 and 𝑏 are similar, then the best global alignment will be oriented
near the main diagonal of the alignment matrix. us, it is not required to compute the entire
matrix. In this cases, the use of a k-banded alignment is a more eﬃcient solution. e main
idea is to compute only a small area around the diagonal of 𝑀 instead of the entire matrix.
Figure II. demonstrates this approach with an abstract example. Again the blue marked area
highlights the computed cells of the matrix. e best alignment is still located within the
band. e corresponding algorithm is described in A. and a modiﬁcation of it to allow for
automatically increasing 𝑘 is explained in A. in the appendix A.
Following the trace back of the best global alignment reveals the edit transcript. e relation
between alignment and transcript is illustrated in ﬁgures II. and II.. In order to obtain a
manhaan transcript from the trace back of an alignment the following property must be set
to 𝜎:
𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) = −∞ , iﬀ 𝑎 ≠ 𝑏 ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛) and ∀𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑚),
which expresses that no substitutions are allowed.
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Figure II.4: Relation between best global alignment and edit transcript. The grey marked
ﬁelds are used for the initialisation.

Figure II.5: Relation between best global alignment and manhattan transcript. The grey marked ﬁelds are used for the initialisation.

Aﬃne Gap Costs
In addition to the above discussed linear gap function, one can use an arbitrary gap penalty also
called aﬃne gap costs. As opposed to linear gap costs, the aﬃne gap function assigns diﬀerent
penalties for opening (𝑜) and extending (𝑒) a gap. Assume that 𝛾(𝑙) = 𝑙⋅𝜎(𝑥 , −) = 𝑙⋅𝜎(−, 𝑦 )
is a function that computes the score of 𝑙 consecutive gaps in either horizontal or vertical
direction. en the aﬃne gap cost function is deﬁned as follows:
𝛾(𝑙) = 𝑜 + (𝑙 − 1) ⋅ 𝑒.

(II.)

Figure II. illustrates the general issue of aﬃne gap costs. e matrix shows which cells are
considered, if the active cell (marked red) with the coordinates (𝑖, 𝑗) is computed. For a linear gap function only the direct adjacent cells in the vertical, horizontal and diagonal line
(marked dark blue) are considered, while for the aﬃne gap function in addition all cells in the
horizontal and the vertical direction, from the beginning of the matrix to the active cell, are
considered (marked light blue). e laer refers to the fact that an insertion or deletion could
be extended from any position before within the alignment. e best alignment approach for
aﬃne gap costs permutes all possible start positions for horizontal and vertical gaps. Otherwise it could miss the best alignment. Gotoh [] introduced a dynamic approach exploiting
(
)⋅(
) (
)⋅(
)
two additional auxiliary tables 𝐷
,𝐼
to obtain the best global alignment
using aﬃne gap costs.
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Figure II.6: Comparison of aﬃne and linear gap costs. The active cell is highlighted red. The
dark blue cells mark the cells considered for the linear gap costs. The light blue cells mark the
cells additionally considered for the aﬃne gap costs.

e initialisation formula expands to:

𝑀(0, 0) = 𝐷(0, 0) = 𝐼(0, 0) = −∞
𝑀(𝑖, 0) = 𝐷(𝑖, 0) = 𝑜 + (𝑖 − 1) ⋅ 𝑒, 𝐼(𝑖, 0) = −∞ for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(II.)

𝑀(0, 𝑗) = 𝐼(0, 𝑗) = 𝑜 + (𝑗 − 1) ⋅ 𝑒, 𝐷(0, 𝑗) = ∞ for 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚,
and the recursion formula to:
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
𝐷(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
𝐼(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )

(II.)

𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) −𝑜
𝐷(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) −𝑒

(II.)

𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) −𝑜
𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) −𝑒

(II.)

en
• 𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) is the best score up to (𝑖, 𝑗), given that 𝑎 is aligned to 𝑏 ,
• 𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗) is the best score up to (𝑖, 𝑗), given that 𝑎 is aligned to a gap and
• 𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) is the best score up to (𝑖, 𝑗), given that 𝑏 is aligned to a gap.
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e dynamic programming approach has a worst-case runtime of 𝑂(𝑛 ⋅ 𝑚) and in the case
of a k-banded alignment of 𝑂(Δ ⋅ 𝑛) (see proof in appendix A.). e presented alignment
techniques are fundamental approaches applicable for short sequences. ey are not suitable
for genomic sequences, because of the quadratic runtime and space consumption. ere exists
more complex approaches for the purpose of aligning two genomic sequences. e Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) developed by Altschul et al. [] is a well-known member of
these alignment approaches. Note that this work designs and develops a novel data structure
and algorithmic approaches from scratch. It lays down the foundation for future applications
in next-generation sequencing. us, it is tested ﬁrst for the fundamental approaches described above. Aerwards, the developed structure and algorithms can be extended with more
complex approaches like BLAST.

“

I have made this letter longer than usual
because I lack the time to make it shorter.
(Blaise Pascal; 1623–1662)

2.3 Data Compression
Next-generation sequencing results in the massive generation of sequencing data which challenges the available storage capacities. Despite the availability of cheaper and higher capacity
hard drives, the management of such huge datasets is an enormous problem. An intuitive way
to solve this is to compress the sequence data. In order to do so it is necessary to understand
the principles of data compression and the topic related terms.

Notations
Deﬁnition  (Data Compression). Let 𝑎 be a non-random string, with 𝑎 ∈ Σ, ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑚). e
string 𝑎 can be compressed by removing redundancy within the string. e inverse operation
of the compression is the decompression.
Basically, compression means to remove redundancy from the original data in the input. Any
non-random collection data has a structure, and this structure can be exploited to achieve a
smaller representation of the data.
e redundancy of a string is determined and removed by the compressor. A decompressor can reconstruct the original string by rewinding the redundancy. A Compression can be
grouped into two approaches which are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition  (Lossless & lossy compression). Lossless compression methods only remove redundancy from the original string that the decompressor can reconstruct. Compressors ordinarily achieve beer compression factors with lossy compression by losing some information
which can not be reconstructed by the decompressor.
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Lossy compression is oen used to compress videos, images or sounds, where information
is erased that does not change the data much. For example, in the case of compressing sounds,
imperceptible frequencies are removed, although this might lead to some artefacts within the
data [Storer, ; Salomon, b; Sayood, ]. To compress  sequences lossy compression is impractical, since the slightest modiﬁcation that can not be correctly reconstructed by
the decompressor could adulterate the sequence information.
e performance of a compression can be measured with the following commonly used
quantity:
Deﬁnition  (Compression Factor). e compression factor is deﬁned as:
compression factor =

size of input string
.
size of output string

(II.)

A compression factor of 2.0 indicates that the output string occupies 50% of the original
string size aer compression. Apart from achieving high compression factors, the time that
the compressor needs should not overcome the beneﬁt of the compression itself. e time
factor for compressing and decompressing depends on the usage of the data. Some data needs
to be used more frequently than other, makings long running times for encoding and decoding
inappropriate. Faster algorithms might be beer suited, even if they achieve only smaller
compression factors.

Shannon’s Entropy
e expected value of the information contained in a string can be quantiﬁed by applying
the Shannon’s entropy [Shannon, ]. is is the formal description of entropy in information
theory and represents the limit of the best possible lossless compression [Salomon, a].
Deﬁnition  (Entropy). Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty associated with a random
variable. Given a discrete random variable 𝑋 that can take a ﬁnite number of values 𝑥 , … , 𝑥
with probabilities 𝑝 ≥ 0 ∀𝑖 ∈ [1, … , 𝑛] and Σ (𝑝 ) = 1, then ℎ(𝑝) denotes the uncertainty
associated with the random event 𝑋 = 𝑥 and 𝑖 ∈ [1, … , 𝑛]. Let 𝐻 be a function over 𝑛
variables 𝑝 , … , 𝑝 , then the average uncertainty can be measured with
𝐻 (𝑝 , 𝑝 , … , 𝑝 ) =

𝑝 ⋅ ℎ(𝑝 ).

(II.)

Mathai and Rathie [] alternatively characterised the function in II. as
𝐻 (𝑝 , 𝑝 , … , 𝑝 ) = −

𝑝 ⋅ log (𝑝 ).

(II.)

which is famously used as Shannon’s Entropy or the Measure of Uncertainty. In the context of
information theory 𝑏 is usually set to 2. Hence the entropy is speciﬁed in bits per character
(bpc).
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For example, the entropy of a series of coin tosses with a fair coin has a maximum entropy.
e possible outcome of a coin toss is either head or tail and there is no possibility to predict
the next outcome. However, the same series of tosses with a two-headed coin has an entropy
of zero, since the outcome of the next toss can only be a head.

Single Genome Compression
A lot of research has gone into developing good lossless compressors for the special purpose
of compressing  sequences. ere are several well-known compression tools, including
BioCompress [Grumbach and Tahi], BioCompress- [Grumbach and Tahi, ], GenCompress
[Chen et al., ], the CTW+LZ algorithm [Matsumoto et al., ], and DNACompress [Chen
et al., ].
Each of the mentioned compression tools addresses the removing of redundancy due to
repetitions. Usually, a  sequence consists of several repetitive paerns, i.e. tandem repeats
[Rivals et al., ; Curnow and Kirkwood, ]. ese are groups of one or more nucleotides
that appear repeatedly and are directly adjacent to each other.
It also has been proven that many essential genes occur in several copies, due to duplication
events during evolution [Gardner et al., ]. is redundancy in genomes can be compressed
very eﬃciently [Grumbach and Tahi, ; Chen et al., ; Matsumoto et al., ; Chen et al.,
].
In general, compressing  sequences is a very diﬃcult task and compressors require a lot
of computational eﬀort to determine the redundancy [Grumbach and Tahi, ].
Table C. in the appendix showed that on average DNACompress revealed the best compression results with almost 1.7254 bpc. Assuming a complete randomly generated  sequence,
then the absolute limit of lossless compression is 2 bpc. e  alphabet consists of 4 leers,
such that only 2 bits are necessary to encode each character. us, the compression gain of
DNACompress is relatively small compared to the maximal entropy of 2 bpc.

Genome Compression Exploiting a Reference Sequence
e modest compression factor gained by single genome compression algorithms makes them
ineligible for integrating them in analysis processes of  applications. Another approach
exploits a reference string as an anchor for the compression. e idea is to store only the
diﬀerences to a reference string.
Since it is widely-known that the genomes of organisms of the same species are very similar, this compression method is very eﬃcient. e International Human Genome Consortium
[] revealed an identity grade of 99.9% of two human beings. Even though recent studies* , it remains a fact that the entropy between two genomes of the same species is very
small. Furthermore, this particular compression method is supported by oﬀering 2, 800 reference genome assemblies for a wide range of organisms on the NCBI project websites† . ese
*

hp://www.independent.co.uk revealed human genomes may be more like
––
†
hp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, received on ––

. % identical, received on
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reference assemblies are well-suited to transmit the compressed sequences. e receiver of
compressed data sets has easy access to the reference sequence that was used as an anchor for
the compression.
Christley et al. [] compressed the size of the James Watson genome from 3, 169, 831
Kb to 4, 101 Kb exploiting a reference sequence and applying some value transformations on
the variation positions. eir compression approach revealed an entropy of 0.0013 bpc which
implies a compression factor of almost 773. is is 154 times higher than the compression
factor achieved by the single genome compression.

2.4 Memory Representation
In order to allow for transmiing the compressed sequencing data, additional export and import methods are required. erefore, some potential risk factors that could result in corrupted
data must be considered. Such risk factors can occur, if the transmier uses diﬀerent hardware,
than the receiver of the data. More speciﬁcally, the representation of the data in secondary
memory depends on the currently used  architecture. In the following the major issues of
data structure alignment and endianess are discussed in more detail.

Data Structure Alignment
In computing, a word refers is to the natural unit of data used by a particular processor family‡ .
e word length indicates the number of bits addressed by a certain processor architecture.
e x-processor family, for instance, uses a chunk of four bytes ( bits) as the natural unit.
Data that is read or wrien from memory can only be addressed in such word sized chunks.
is behaviour increases the system’s performance due to the way the  handles memory.
Hence, the system must ensure that data is put at memory oﬀsets at a multiple of the word
size. is is referred to as data alignment [Bryant and O’Hallaron, ].
Deﬁnition  (Data alignment). A memory address 𝑥, is said to be 𝑛-byte aligned when 𝑛 is
a power of two and 𝑥 is a multiple of 𝑛 bytes. In this context a byte is the smallest unit of
memory access, i.e. each memory address speciﬁes a diﬀerent byte. A 𝑛-byte aligned address
would have 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑛) least-signiﬁcant zeros when expressed in binary.
Since it is allowed to deﬁne data structures of any size it could happen that a data structure
has a size which is not a power of two. A second data structure would then not begin at
an oﬀset of multiple of four bytes. Hence, additional calculations are required by the  in
order to access the correct data structure or even worst an alignment fault could occur. To
circumvent the fault some meaningless bytes are inserted between both data structures, such
that the second structure is correctly aligned [Bryant and O’Hallaron, ]. is is referred
to as data padding.
Assuming there are four diﬀerent data structures ‘A’,‘B’,‘C’ and ‘D’. Further let ‘A’ and ‘B’
have a size of three bytes each, ‘C’ a size of four bytes and ‘D’ a size of two bytes. A misaligned
‡

hp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_(computer_ architecture), received on --
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(a) Misaligned data structures

(b) Aligned data structures

Figure II.7: Comparison of data alignment. Shown are four data structures A,B,C and D which
require diﬀerent data lengths (A = B = bytes; C = bytes; D = bytes). The left ﬁgure shows
a misaligned representation of the four data structures packed in word chunks. In the right
ﬁgure, the four data structures are aligned at a multiple of the word size due to data padding.
Here, an additional word is required to store the data structures.

Figure II.8: Endianness. Shown is the byte order of the number AA BB CC DD on a big-endian
and on a little-endian machine in memory. AA is the most signiﬁcant byte and DD is the least
signiﬁcant byte.

representation of the four structures is illustrated in II.a. e word size in this example is
four bytes, symbolised by blue boxes. Since the structures are misaligned, one byte of ‘B’ is
stored in the ﬁrst word and the remaining two bytes are stored in the second word. In this
state the computer cannot process a request to ‘B’. First the chunks that hold a part of ‘B’ are
identiﬁed. Second, the ﬁrst byte of ‘B’ from the ﬁrst word is extracted and put into a new
word. Aerwords the remaining two bytes of ‘B’ are extracted from the second word and
subsequently appended in the new word. In this new state the computer can process requests
to ‘B’. In contrast ﬁgure II.b illustrates the same scenario using data padding. In that case
meaningless bytes, symbolised as ∗ are inserted to align the structures to a multiple of the
word size. e  can access the structure ‘B’ directly, and no additional calculations are
required.

Endianness
Another problem when exporting the data to secondary memory arises with the diﬀerent
representations of words on diﬀerent  architectures. More speciﬁcally, the byte order of
a word, also called the endianness, can be either big-endian or lile-endian. It determines
whether the most-signiﬁcant byte or the least-signiﬁcant byte is ordered ﬁrst within a word.
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Figure II. represents the number 2, 864, 434, 397 as a hexadecimal number (AA BB CC DD)
in a word on a big-endian and a lile-endian  architecture. ere are four columns. Each
column represents one byte within the word. en the hexadecimal number ’AA BB CC DD’
is byte wise wrien to the word, while depending on the  architecture the ’AA’ is assigned
to the ﬁrst byte of the word, if it is a big-endian machine or assigned to the last byte if it is a
lile-endian machine.
Most network protocols, for instance, are big-endian in the sense that the most signiﬁcant
byte is sent ﬁrst. As a result big-endian is oen referred to as network-byte order. In contrast,
most host systems are lile-endian, also called the host-byte order [Bryant and O’Hallaron,
].
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In this chapter the fundamental principle of storing only the diﬀerences between two strings
is introduced. erefore, the recently developed approach of data journaling for biological
sequences by Pyl [] was used. He suggested encoding the diﬀerences as nodes of a tree.
e nodes are classiﬁed in three types: insertion-node, deletion-node and the original-node.
e node-types encode an inﬁx of the same manhaan operations. is particular inﬁx is
speciﬁed by three auxiliary values stored within the node. e encoded string can be decoded
by applying the operations stored within the tree. In this piece of work, a modiﬁed version of
this concept was used. e modiﬁcation is explained in more detail in the subsequent section.
In the second part of this chapter, related data structures which are capable of aggregating
similar sequence intervals of multiple sequences are introduced.

3.1 Data Journaling
It has already been illustrated in the previous chapter that storing only the diﬀerences of a
biological sequence to a predeﬁned reference string could enormously reduce the memory
requirements. However, the underlying data structure must allow for a swi random access
to the elements of the encoded string.
As described above, the concept of data journaling for biological sequences was exploited.
In the follow up of this piece of work, this data structure is referred to as Journal-String. e
Journal-String was modiﬁed by means of using only two node-types to specify whether an
inﬁx refers to the reference string or to an inserted region. e deletions are encoded by
a void within the positions of two adjacent nodes which refer to the reference string. is
technique is explained more speciﬁcally aer the formal deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition  (Journal-String). A Journal-String 𝑗 is a string encoded by its diﬀerences to a
reference 𝑟. It contains the following information:
• 𝑅 , the reference string of 𝑗,
• 𝐼 , the insertion string of 𝑗 and
• a tree 𝑇 organizing the journaled operations of 𝑗.
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𝑅 is the reference string to which the diﬀerences are managed. Inserted elements are stored
in an additional buﬀer 𝐼 . Both 𝑅 and 𝐼 are also referred to as the sources of 𝑗. A journaled
operation is an encoding of a certain inﬁx of 𝑗. It is represented as a Journal-Entry which stores
the following information for an inﬁx:
• the segment source (ss) ∈ [0, 1], indicating if the underlying inﬁx is from 𝑅 ⇒ 0 or
from 𝑖 ⇒ 1,
• the physical position (pp) of the begin of the underlying inﬁx,
• the virtual position(vp) of the begin of the underlying inﬁx,
• the length (l) of the underlying inﬁx.
e length of a Journal-String is denoted as |𝑗|. 𝜖 is the empty Journal-String. e 𝑘-th position
of a Journal-String is denoted as 𝑗 , with 𝑘 ∈ [0, … , |𝑗|). e number of Journal-Entries is
denoted as |𝑇 |. e 𝑣-th Journal-Entry of a Journal-String 𝑗 can be addressed by 𝑇 , with
𝑣 ∈ [0, … , |𝑇 |). For any two Journal-Entries 𝑇 and 𝑇 it holds the relation 𝑇 < 𝑇 iﬀ the
virtual position of 𝑇 is less than the virtual position of 𝑇 ∀ 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ [0, … , |𝑇 |). is also
implies that 𝑥 < 𝑦.
Furthermore it holds for two adjacent Journal-Entries 𝑇
and 𝑇 that the virtual position
of 𝑇 equals the sum of the virtual position and the length of 𝑇

, ∀𝑝 ∈ [1, … , |𝑇 |).

A Journal-Entry represents a journaled operation in form of four parameters which are
shortly described as 𝑠𝑠(𝑝𝑝, 𝑣𝑝, 𝑙) subsequently of this work. e 𝑠𝑠 value (segment source)
before the brackets denotes the underlying source of the current operation. e ﬁrst value of
the triple is the physical position. It refers to the beginning position of the inﬁx within the
corresponding source. e virtual position, at the second position of the triple, denotes the
absolute position of 𝑗. It represents the position of an element aer all operations within 𝑗
le of this position are considered. e physical positions are necessary to map the virtual
positions to the correct element within the respective sources. Figure III. demonstrates this
mapping for three particular cases. Finally, the length of the inﬁx describes the considered
range of the encoded operation. How the pairwise sequence alignment showed in ﬁgure II.
can be expressed as a Journal-String and how the random access works for such structures are
explained in the following paragraphs.

Encoding of Alignments
Figure III. illustrates the encoding of the diﬀerences between two strings. In this particular
scenario the alignment of both sequences shown in ﬁgure II. is expressed by the JournalString 𝑗. e horizontal sequence of the alignment (𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐺𝑇𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶) is taken as the reference
𝑟. e vertical sequence (𝐴𝐺𝑇𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑇𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐶) is then represented as the Journal-Strixng to 𝑟.
In the initial state of 𝑗, 𝑟 is assigned to the source 𝑅 and 𝐼 is empty. In this state the tree
holding the Journal-Entries consists only of one node 𝑇 which covers the entire source 𝑅 .
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Figure III.1: Encoding within a Journal-String. Shown are the components of a Journal-String
. In the upper left corner of each frame is displayed the underlying reference and insertion
source ( , ). On the upper right corner the decoded string is shown. The Journal-Entries are
organised in a tree. Blue nodes indicate the type- entries and light orange nodes indicate the
type- entries. Note that in each node the inﬁx covered by the current node is displayed only
for visualisation reasons.

𝑇 meets the following seings: 0(0, 0, 10) which means that the physical position as well as
the virtual position start at an oﬀset of 0, while the covered inﬁx of the segment source 0 has
a length of 10. In this situation decoding the Journal-String 𝑗 would reveal the sequence of
𝑟. e decoded string 𝑗 is displayed in the upper right border of the frames in ﬁgure III.. A
decoded string by means of a Journal-String refers to the string that is obtained if all operations
stored in the tree are applied to the source 𝑅 . A decoded Journal-String is also called ﬂattened
which refers to an tree containing one node covering the entire source 𝑅 .
e entire Journal-String representing the manhaan transcript of the given alignment can
be seen in the second frame “Encoded State”. It stores the operations necessary to transform
the string 𝑟 into the decoded string 𝑗. e virtually deleted positions within 𝑟 are marked as
red leers in 𝑅 . e virtually inserted elements are marked as orange leers in 𝑗. Additionally 𝐼 stores all inserted leers consecutively. Assume that the represented tree is a balanced
binary-search tree. Note that the underlying data structure to store the journal operations is
the essential backbone of the Journal-String. It must provide for fast search, insert and delete
operations, unless a fast random access is not required. Chapter IV addresses diﬀerent implementations for this data structure and explains more speciﬁcally how the basic operations are
performed. For the understanding of the journaling concept it is suﬃcient enough to know
that the operations are stored in an ascending order by their virtual positions, independent of
the underlying data structure.
In the following encoding the alignment, shown in ﬁgure II., by a Journal-String is demonstrated. e deletion at position 1 of length 2 in 𝑟 is the ﬁrst journaled operation of the
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alignment. As mentioned before, a deletion is not directly encoded by a Journal-Entry. Instead
it is represented as a void between the last physical position of the Journal-Entry covering the
part before the deletion and the physical position of the Journal-Entry covering the part aer
the deletion. In this example, this void is represented between the node 𝑇 , with 0(0, 0, 1) and
𝑇 , with 0(3, 1, 2). e ﬁrst node covers an inﬁx of length 1, beginning at position 0 of 𝑅 .
It is obvious to see that the ﬁrst node also starts at the virtual position 0. e virtual position
of 𝑇 continues at the last virtual position of the predecessor at position 1, according to the
deﬁnition. e physical position continues aer a right shi of two positions at position 3
which corresponds exactly to the deletion length. Hence, the positions 1 and 2 of 𝑅 are no
longer covered by the Journal-String. e corresponding values of 𝑅 are marked red.
Aer a matching region of length 2 (’GT’) it follows an insertion of length 1 (𝑇 , with
1(0, 3, 1)) marked as an orange node. Again the virtual position of 𝑇 continues at the last
virtual position of the predecessor (𝑇 ). e important diﬀerence to the case described before
is the physical position of this Journal-Entry. It is set to 0, because it refers to the source 𝐼
now. In this case the corresponding inﬁx starts at position 0. Aer the insertion, a deletion
of length 1 follows. is, again is represented as a void within the physical positions of the
current node 𝑇 and 𝑇 .
Aer the matching region encoded by 𝑇 , an insertion of length 3 appeared. e corresponding inﬁx is represented by the Journal-Entry 𝑇 , with 1(1, 6, 3). In the end the last two
matching elements of the alignment are again encoded as a Journal-Entry covering the position
8 and 9 of 𝑅 . Now, the Journal-String 𝑗 encodes the entire alignment.

Random Access
e access to the position speciﬁc content of a Journal-String is changed due to the encapsulation of the modiﬁed string onto another abstraction layer. While in the usual scenario, as
described in section ., the elements could be directly accessed through the string by their
position, the elements in a Journal-String may be shied and thus refer to diﬀerent positions.
For a Journal-String 𝑗 an element can only be accessed by its virtual position. e virtual position represents the actual string aer applying all modiﬁcations le of the requested position.
In order to obtain this element, the virtual position must be mapped to the physical position
of the corresponding source (𝑅 or 𝐼 ).
Figure III. illustrates three cases of accessing an element via its virtual position. All three
cases show the access of a virtual position within another context. e virtual position in case
a) points to an element that actually is deleted in 𝑅 . In case b) an element of an inserted
region is accessed and case c) shows the access of an element within an unmodiﬁed region.
In addition there are coloured arrows showing the trace of accessing an element via 𝑇 , and a
corresponding grey dashed arrow indicating the direct way for a non-journaled sequence.
Case a) demonstrates a request of an element at position 15. Since there was a deletion in
the range [10, 25), all elements right of 24 are shied to the le by the oﬀset of this particular
deletion. e virtual positions of the journal entries right of this deletion are shied with
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Figure III.2: Accessing elements of a Journaled-String. Shown is an abstract Journal-String
with an insertion string , a reference string
and a tree . encodes a deletion at position
of length
, and an insertion of length
at position
. The deleted area within
is
highlighted with a red box. The dashed area between the ﬁrst and the second Journal-Entry indicates the void between their physical positions. The inserted region is marked with an orange
ﬁll. The small orange line within , represents the insertion position. The cases a), b) and c)
distinguish diﬀerent results when accessing the corresponding positions of . The coloured arrows indicate the way the element is accessed, while the grey dashed arrows indicate the direct
access if the string would not be journaled.

respect to the oﬀset, too. e region that is covered by the second journal entry (aer the
deletion), still represents the inﬁx of the range [25, 40). us, the accessed element at virtual
position 15 maps to the 30-th physical position of 𝑅 , implied by the green arrow tracing the
way, accordingly. In contrast, the grey dashed arrow indicates the direct way, when trying to
access the actual 15-th position of 𝑅 which lies within the deletion.
In the second scenario, the element at position 30 lies within an inserted region. Instead
of accessing the 30-th element of 𝑅 , implied by the grey dashed error in case b), the 5-th
physical position of 𝐼 is accessed (purple arrows). Both the deletion and the insertion have a
length of 15, such that they neutralize the shis within the virtual positions. Hence, the last
Journal-Entry of 𝑇 has the same virtual positions as physical positions, such that the 65-th
element of 𝑗 is mapped one-on-one to 𝑅 . Both the blue arrow and the grey dashed arrow
show the way of how the element is accessed.

3.2 Aggregation of Multiple Sequences
e above discussed subject of journaling the manhaan transcript is focussed on a pair of
strings. is thesis addresses the problem of managing multiple sequences by the usage of the
Journal-String as a base structure. ese multiple sequences share the same reference string,
such that similarities between them are aggregated. is aggregation can greatly beneﬁt the
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Figure III.3: Alignment graph.

Figure III.4: PO graph.

parallel processing of all sequences and also suggests a good way for a space-saving representation of the strings. ere are other approaches to encode similar parts within multiple
sequences which are the generalised suﬃx tree [Bieganski et al., ] and the generalised suﬃx
array [Shei, ], the alignment graph [Rausch et al., ] and the PO-graph [Lee et al., ].

Generalised Suﬃx Tree
Known structures for aggregating sequence similarities between multiple sequences are the
generalised suﬃx tree or the generalised suﬃx array. Since both refer to the same problem
only the suﬃx tree is discussed in the following.
as a path through a acyclic directed graph. e number of leaves is equal to the number of
suﬃxes within the string.
A suﬃx tree is a structure that represents each suﬃx of a string 𝑎 of length 𝑛 in a tree, such
that the paths from the root to the leaves have a one-to-one relationship with the suﬃxes of 𝑎.
Each edge is labelled with a non-empty string which is also a common preﬁx of the suﬃxes of
its subtree. Usually the special character $ is appended to 𝑎 to ensure that no suﬃx is a preﬁx
of another suﬃx. is also implies that there exists exactly 𝑛 leaves, one for each suﬃx of 𝑎.
e generalised suﬃx tree represents all suﬃxes of a set of sequences. Each vertex within the
tree is labelled with the sequence numbers that share the particular inﬁx read from the root.

Alignment Graph
Another – also graph based – approach to encode similarities within multiple sequences is
the alignment graph or the closely related PO graph. In the following the three strings with
𝑠 = 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐺𝑇𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑇𝐶𝐶, 𝑠 = 𝐴𝐺𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑇𝐶𝐶 and 𝑠 = 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐺𝑇𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑇𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐶 are considered. A
possible collinear multiple sequence alignment () of the three strings is displayed in the
table III.: e alignment graph for 𝑘 sequences is a 𝑘-partite graph. It extracts shared comTable III.1: Multiple Sequence Alignment of the three sequences

pos
𝑠 :
𝑠 :
𝑠 :

0
A
A
A

1
C
C

2
C
C

3
G
G
G

4
T
T
T

5
A
-

6
C
C
C

7
G
G
G

8
G
G
G

9
T
T
T

10
A

,

and

11
T

12
C
C
C

13
C
C
C

ponents of all included sequences and aggregates them in vertices. e vertices are connected
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linearly through directed edges from le to right. Additionally, vertices sharing the same inﬁx are connected through undirected edges. ey represent the conserved regions of the 𝑘
strings. e ﬁgure III. depicts the alignment graph of the above displayed .

PO Graph
In addition the PO graph represents the components of an alignment graph as nodes tagged
with the sequences that share this information. It is obtained from an A-Brujin graph [Raphael
et al., ]. e components are connected through arcs indicating the linear trace of the alignment. Figure III. illustrates such an PO graph for the above given  and the constructed
alignment graph.
ê
is thesis proposes an alternative data structure to the above presented structures which
can be used to aggregate similar sequence segments of multiple sequences. e main principle of the proposed data structure equals the concept of data journaling. In particular the
proposed data structure can be used to store the diﬀerences from one string to a reference.
Despite the fact, that the known data structures provide the aggregation of similar sequence
parts, they have some major disadvantages regarding the dynamic update. erefore it is
diﬃcult to apply modiﬁcations to them. For example adding a new sequence to the multiple
sequence alignment, would cause the recomputation of it which is computationally expensive.
e naive construction of a  for 𝑘 sequences would be the extension of the pairwise alignment problem to a 𝑘-dimensional problem. is naive strategy takes 𝑂(𝑛 ) time, assuming all
sequences have the same length 𝑛 [Wang and Jiang, ]. A more practical approach exists
by Lipman et al. [] which uses pairwise alignments to constrain the 𝑘-dimensional search
space, but still the  remains inﬂexible to modiﬁcations.
Like the alignment graph, the generalized suﬃx tree is impractical for dynamical updates of
the contained sequences. If a new sequence is added, each suﬃx of the sequence must be added
to the tree, while the common paths must be identiﬁed. is takes 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ |Σ|) time [Bieganski
et al., ]. Furthermore inserting or deleting an inﬁx of one of the sequences could cause
the replacement of many subtrees, since new suﬃxes are created which must be considered
for the suﬃx tree. Another disadvantage is the space consumption of suﬃx trees [Shei, ].
e described disadvantages arose due to the fact that the mentioned data structures were not
designed to be modiﬁed once they are created. Instead, they were optimised towards their
construction times. In general the suﬃx tree can be seen as a static database to which a plenty
of queries can be applied. e tree can be used to ﬁnd all 𝑧 occurrences of a paern 𝑝 in
𝑂(|𝑝| + 𝑧) time which is asymptotically optimal [Bieganski et al., ].
In this thesis the aggregation of similar string inﬁxes of 𝑘 strings is not managed globally by
the data structure, but in each string separately. is encapsulation allows for a high dynamic
use of the aggregated information, because a single string can be modiﬁed without aﬀecting
the remaining strings within the structure.
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e abstract behaviour of a Journal-String was described in the previous chapter. e underlying data structure managing the Journal-Entries is the essential element within the JournalString. It must support fast random access operations in order to allow for a quick navigation
through the sequences. e following section discusses the diﬀerences between the implementations as a sorted array (SA), an unbalanced tree (UT) and a skip list (SL). Aerwards, the
concept of a container for Journal-Strings is presented. is container eﬃciently manages multiple journaled strings. It collects Journal-Strings in groups which share the same reference.
is section also focuses on essential interfaces required to dynamically manage the stored
strings. In addition, algorithms were developed which are needed to extract a Journal-String
out of an alignment. Furthermore, a score function which computes the smallest possible encoding for two strings in terms of memory was investigated. Aer that, a new approach to
rapidly synchronise 𝑘 Journal-Strings to a new reference string is explained in more detail.
In the last part of this chapter, several ways to export and import data of the container are
discussed. erefore, some further compression techniques are applied in order to enable the
transmission of the serialised data using standard communication tools like E-Mail or instant
messenger.
All algorithms and data structures were implemented within the sequence analysing library
SeqAn [Döring et al., ]. Some speciﬁc program details are presented in the appendix B.

4.1 Data Structures used for Journaled Operations
ere are already two existing implementations of a Journal-String. One uses a SA and the
other one an UT to manage the Journal-Entries of the strings. Since a fast random access is
not only desired but demanded, the structures should provide good runtimes for search, insert
and delete operations performed on Journal-Strings. Table IV. shows the worst-case runtimes
for each operation of a SA and an UT.
e sorted array, if using binary search (see algorithm A. in appendix), provides an optimal
asymptotic search in 𝑂(log 𝑛) time [Knuth, ], with 𝑛 being the number of Journal-Entries.
e insert and delete runtimes suﬀer from the fact that if a certain position of the array is
inserted or deleted, then all elements right of this position must be shied one position to
the right, or the le respectively, within memory. Hence, the runtime for the insertion and
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deletion scenario is 𝑂(𝑛 + log 𝑛) which takes log 𝑛 operations to ﬁnd the respective position
plus 𝑂(𝑛) to shi the elements.
e second implemented data structure, the unbalanced tree, has a worst-case runtime of
𝑂(𝑛) for each operation. e worst-case scenario for such a tree would be a linked list, in
which each node has only one child. en the entire list might be scanned before the searched
element is found. e insertion or deletion itself can be applied in constant time, since only the
relations to the adjacent nodes must be updated which are constant many. e pseudo-code
A. in the appendix shows the algorithm for searching on a binary tree. ere exists several
self-balancing tree data structures that keep the depth of the tree at 𝑂(log 𝑛) [Knuth, ].
But the complex rebalancing operations oen lack eﬃcient practical implementations [Pugh,
].
A good alternative to the self-balancing trees was presented by Pugh [], who described
the skip list. is data structure provides asymptotically optimal runtimes for each operation
[Pugh, ]. Table IV. lists the runtimes for each operation. e skip list diﬀers to other
data structures because it is a probabilistic data structure. e general idea of this structure
is to deﬁne ℎ many linked lists for the elements that need to be organised. Each list stores a
decreasing number of elements distributed by the probabilistic function 𝑃𝑟(𝑥), where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆
and 𝑆 contains all elements plus the empty value ⊘. Let
𝑃𝑟(𝑥) =

1
2

(IV.)

be the probabilistic function denoting that 𝑘 lists contain 𝑥 and let 𝑆 = 𝑆 being the list
containing all elements. Further let 𝑆 contains only ⊘. en the following invariant holds:
⊘=𝑆 ⊆𝑆

⊆𝑆

⊆ … ⊆ 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑆 = 𝑆.

(IV.)

e probabilistic function can be seen as a series of coin tosses for each element 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆. If the
head is consecutively tossed 𝑘 times, then the lists 𝑆 , … , 𝑆 contain 𝑥. Furthermore, let each
list 𝑆 be a linked list and each element in 𝑆 has a link to its occurrence in the previous list
𝑆 . en Pugh [] showed how to search in 𝑂(log 𝑛) steps, with |𝑆| = 𝑛. In addition,
an insertion and a deletion can be applied in constant time by performing constant many
operations which results in the same runtimes of 𝑂(log 𝑛)* . e search algorithm is explained
in pseudo-code in the appendix A., accompanied with an illustration.
It has also been proven that each data structure requires theoretically only 𝑂(𝑛) space
[Knuth, ; Pugh, ]. In practice this must be diﬀerentiated. e SA requires exactly
𝑚 ⋅ 𝑛 space, where 𝑚 is the constant size of a Journal-Entry in memory. ere are no further
information necessary to store the elements. e UT, requires slightly more memory, since
each Journal-Entry is linked with its adjacent entries. e links are implemented as pointers.
e SL, is a special form of a double-linked list which means that each element requires additional memory to store the connections. is might not be a big diﬀerence but can be a crucial
*

Note that the given running times are probabilistic bounds. Papadakis et al. [] proved exact bounds for the
skip list which are close to the bounds of Pugh []. Further proves the tail estimation with Chernoﬀ bounds
[Motwani and Raghavan, ] that the sum of search operation remains optimal with ∗
.
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Table IV.1: Worst-case runtimes for the sorted array, the unbalanced tree and the skip list of size
for a search, insert and delete operation.

data structure
sorted array
unbalanced tree
skip list

search
𝑂(log 𝑛)
𝑂(𝑛)
𝑂(log 𝑛)

insert
𝑂(𝑛 + log 𝑛)
𝑂(𝑛)
𝑂(log 𝑛)

delete
𝑂(𝑛 + log 𝑛)
𝑂(𝑛)
𝑂(log 𝑛)

factor, if the purpose is to obtain the maximal compression. In this case a sorted array would
be the beer choice.
e search algorithms, explained in the appendix for each data structure, are modiﬁed towards the purpose of using Journal-Entries. Journal-Entries cover a range of elements, while
usually only one element at a particular virtual position is searched. Hence, the search ﬁnds
the entry which covers the searched position. is behaviour also implies that diﬀerent cases
for insert and delete operations must be considered, resulting in a shi of the found entry or
even an additional split. e diﬀerent behaviours considered for an insertion are illustrated in
ﬁgure IV. and compared between each data structure.
Figure IV. is divided into two columns. e le column illustrates the shi of the JournalEntries aer a new Journal-Entry with a virtual position of 30 and length 10 is inserted. e
new element is marked with an orange ﬁll. Note that the Journal-Entries are displayed as
abstract boxes which are labelled with ﬁctive virtual positions. e physical positions are
omied as they are not changed by the insertion of an element. Merely, the inserted element
is assigned with a new physical position which continues at the last physical position of the
insertion buﬀer. e white ﬁlled box with a blue outline marks the found element by the
preceding search process. Since the elements of a Journal-String are encoded as intervals of
positions, the virtual positions of all Journal-Entries aer the insertion must be updated. is
process is indicated by the red arrow and applies to all data structures.
e right column demonstrates the special case of spliing a Journal-Entry while inserting a
Journal-Entry at position 25. e aﬀected Journal-Entry is split into a Journal-Entry covering
the ﬁrst 5 positions (white box with blue outline) and a second Journal-Entry covering the
remaining 5 positions (box labelled with 35). e blue outline of the additionally inserted
element indicates that the covered inﬁx continues at the last physical position of the found
entry aer the split. Again the virtual positions of all entries occurring behind the insertion
are shied by this length.
Figure IV. also elucidates diﬀerent operations necessary to keep the structures in an ordered
condition. For the sorted array, this includes the shi of all elements aer the insertion in
memory. For an unbalanced tree only the links of the entries neighbouring the inserted entry
must be updated (red links). It is easy to see that this is only a constant number of links.
Basically, the same holds for skip lists. Even though the number of links depends on the
tossed height for the inserted entry (compare the height of the inserted entries in the le and
the right column), the probabilistic bound for the height of a skip list [Pugh, ] ensures that
these are constant many.
e process of deleting an inﬁx is omied due to its great similarity to the insertion process.
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Figure IV.1: Insertion of a Journal-Entry based
on a SA

Figure IV.2: Insertion with splitting of a JournalEntry based on a SA

.

Figure IV.3: Insertion of a Journal-Entry based
on a UT

Figure IV.4: Insertion with splitting of a
Journal-Entry based on a UT

.

Figure IV.5: Insertion of a Journal-Entry based
on a SL

Figure IV.6: Insertion with splitting of a JournalEntry based on a SL

Figure IV.7: Comparison of insertion between a sorted array, an unbalanced tree and a skip
list. Shown are Journal-Entries managed by a SA (top), a UT (middle) and a SL (bottom) data
structure. Each entry is labelled with the virtual position. The blue outlined entry represents
the found entry by the preceding search. The orange entry marks the insertion. The orange
entry with the blue outline marks the second part of the split entry. The red arrow indicates the
shift of the virtual positions after the insertion. Red lines in the UT and the SL mark the updated
links.

If a preﬁx or suﬃx of an Journal-Entry or an entire Journal-Entry is deleted, then only the
virtual positions right of this deletion must be updated. If an inﬁx of a Journal-Entry is deleted,
then the aﬀected entry must be split. Both cases require the same operations as described
above, while the virtual positions are shied to the le instead.
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Figure IV.8: General idea of journaling multiple sequences. Shown are human genomes and
their respective sizes in natural and journaled form compared to a common reference . The
manhattan operations are highlighted in blue (matching), orange (inserted) and red (deleted)
regions.

4.2 Aggregating Sequence Similarities
Up to now, the concept of the Journal-String and eﬃcient implementations of the underlying
data structure were discussed. e following section presents the Journal-Set which is an
appropriate container for multiple sequences organised as Journal-Strings. It allows for aggregation of sequence similarities to a common reference sequence. e expected advantage
of such an aggregation is displayed in ﬁgure IV..
Illustrated are 𝑛 human genomes (𝑔 … 𝑔 ) and their relation to a common reference genome
𝑟. Regions that match to the reference are displayed in the same color and diﬀerences are
highlighted with orange (insertions) or red subregions (deletions) accordingly. If an average
size of 3 Gb is assumed for each genome than the expected main memory required for all
sequences would be almost 3 + 3 ⋅ 𝑛 GB if one character is encoded by one byte. If a journaling
approach could be facilitated, the expected main memory required for all sequences would be
magnitudes lower leading to a size of around 3 GB + 𝑛 ⋅ 30 MB, assuming all genomes diﬀer
only in 1% of its sequence. 1% of 3 GB is 30 MB. It is obvious to see that if genomes are 99%
identical to each other than the journaling approach could accumulate 100 genomes for the
size of one.
is theoretical approach lacks the memory required to store the oﬀsets at which the differences occur. A Journal-Entry requires three position values to encode the corresponding
inﬁx and an additional bit for the distinct sources.
As explained in chapter III the known data structures, to aggregate sequence similarities,
are relatively static. e purpose of this research is to create a dynamical data structure. For
this reason the aggregation of sequence similarities is dislocated from the container itself to
each contained sequence. is approach requires some additional substructures increasing the
container complexity. e following section describes the implemented design. is design is
optimised towards the eﬃcient storage of multiple Journal-Strings.
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Figure IV.9: Design of the Journal-Set. The central data structure is the Journal-Set which stores
the Journal-Strings. A subset of stored strings can be managed by a Journal-Group. In this case
the subset refers to the same reference string. The join and the merge methods can be used to
add a Journal-String or an entire Journal-Group to another group. Additionally, the container
oﬀers solutions to serialise the contained data.

Design
Figure IV. shows the general design of the container, also called the Journal-Set. e container
only stores the assigned Journal-Strings. It does not know the aggregation of its contained
strings. e aggregation information is realised by using the decorator design pattern described
by the “gang of four” Gamma et al. []. A decorator adds additional behaviour to an existing
object, without changing or adapting its functionality. In this particular case the decorator
manages the aggregation of strings within the container. e decorator is referred to as a
Journal-Group.
Deﬁnition  (Journal-Set & Journal-Group). e Journal-Set Θ is a container that stores 𝑛
Journal-Strings. A Journal-Group Γ is a decorator that stores a subset of ids. Ids are used to
identify the corresponding Journal-String within Θ. It furthermore, deﬁnes a common reference string 𝑅 for all aggregated Journal-Strings. For each Journal-String in Θ the following
relation holds: Each Journal-String is assigned to exactly one Journal-Group. A Journal-Group
organises a subset of Journal-Strings. ere are maximal 𝑛 many groups, each representing
exactly one Journal-String and at least one group representing 𝑛 Journal-Strings. e length
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of Θ is denoted as |Θ| = 𝑛, and the length of Γ is |Γ| = 𝑘 with 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛.
Using this approach it is possible to modify individual sequences without changing or recomputing the entire data structure that stores the strings. is container also allows management of diﬀerent groups of sequences. us it is possible to store entire genomes as groups
of chromosomes which is a widely used representation of huge genomic sequences. Since all
grouped sequences are journaled with respect to the same reference it is also easy to compare
the journaled sequences among each other, by comparing the manhaan operations to the
reference at a given virtual position.
One of the major issues that must be addressed is the creation of the manhaan transcript
and how a Journal-String can be obtained from such a transcript. e chapter II introduced
fundamental algorithmic approaches to compute the best global alignment of two sequences.
e following sections discuss eﬃcient methods to generate a Journal-String out of an alignment. Furthermore, it is introduced a scoring function using an adapted aﬃne score function
to compute the alignment resulting in a Journal-String which requires minimal memory to
store the diﬀerences.

4.3 Journal-String Generation
e natural way to construct a Journal-String out of an alignment would be the usage of the
insert and delete methods which encode the diﬀerences while following the traceback. But
this would be very ineﬃcient. For each operation ﬁrst the corresponding Journal-Entry has
to be searched and than inserted or deleted using the above described mechanism. Another
problem results from the fact that the traceback usually starts in the last cell (𝑛, 𝑚) of the
recursion matrix 𝑀 (explained in section .) and steps back to the origin at the coordinates
(0, 0). For example in the case of a Journal-String using the SA this would result in shiing all
operations to the right. If the SA contains 𝑘 values at time 𝑡 of the traceback, then the next
traced operation is inserted at the ﬁrst position of the SA. It must have a lower virtual position
than the 𝑘 previously applied operations, because the traceback is traversed backwards in the
string. Hence, in the next step 𝑘 entries must be shied to the right.
e simplest solution of course would be to change the direction of the alignment and of the
traceback accordingly. us the matrix is computed backwards from cell 𝑀(𝑛, 𝑚) to 𝑀(0, 0)
and the traceback is performed in ascending order with respect to the positions of the strings.
is approach, however, does not solve the problem for the UT implementation. e operations made during the traceback are in a consecutive order. Hence, the constructed tree would
be a linked list, unless balancing operations exist. is particular problem remains independent
of the traceback direction.
To solve this problem the adapter design pattern, introduced by Gamma et al. [], was
put into practice. e adapter design paern, oen referred to as wrapper, translates the interface for an object into a more general interface that is compatible with other objects and methods. For this particular case the interface of the Journal-Descriptor was implemented. Figure
IV. shows the general design of this adapter. On the le side of the adapter are displayed the
three Journal-String specialisations. Each of them can be transformed to a Journal-Descriptor,
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Figure IV.10: The generic interface of the adapter to adapt any type of a Journal-String to a
Journal-Descriptor and vice versa.

shown on the right side of the adapter, and vice versa. e Journal-Descriptor is constructed
during the traceback of an alignment. It is also the general interface for the I/O-module which
is explained in the last part of this chapter.
e Journal-Descriptor only contains the inserted inﬁxes and the Journal-Entries in form of
an array. A sorted order of the array is given by sequentially reading the traceback. Based
on these raw information it is possible to build each of the Journal-String implementations in
linear time. e runtime to adapt a Journal-String requires 𝑂(𝑔 + 𝑙) time, with 𝑔 being the
number of Journal-Entries within the array and 𝑙 being the length of all inserted inﬁxes.
A major advantage of this approach is the creation of a balanced tree. How a JournalDes-criptor can be adapted to one of the Journal-String types is described in the following
paragraphs.

Adapting a Sorted Array
While performing the traceback over the alignment, Journal-Entries are constructed and appended to the Journal-Descriptor. e entries are stored in a descending order with respect to
their virtual positions. e SA can be adapted by reversing the array of the Journal-Descriptor
which takes exactly 𝑂(𝑔) steps. e algorithm IV. shows how the Journal-String 𝑗 is adapted
from the Journal-Descriptor 𝑣. In the ﬁrst step, the algorithm initialises the array of 𝑗 which is
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denoted as 𝑇 in line 3. In the second step, the concatenated, inserted inﬁxes of 𝑣 (accessed via
the parameter insertionBuffer) is copied to the insertion source of 𝑗 (𝐼 ) in line 4. Aerwards,
each Journal-Entry of 𝑣 is copied to the 𝑇 object. Note that 𝑣 is reversely parsed from the
end to the begin (line 7).
Input: Journal-Descriptor 𝑣
Output: Journal-String 𝑗 as sorted array
𝑇 [𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑣)]
𝐼 ←𝑣.insertionBuffer
for 0 ≤ 𝑝 < |𝑣| do
𝑇 ←𝑣[|𝑣| − 1 − 𝑝]
Algorithm IV.1: Construction algorithm of the sorted array specialisation from a JournalDescriptor.

Input: Journal-Descriptor 𝑣
Output: Journal-String 𝑗 as unbalanced tree
Initialisation:
𝐼 ←𝑣.insertionBuffer
𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 ← 0
𝑒𝑛𝑑 ← |𝑣|
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡
Recursion: //construct(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑣, 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑑)
if 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 > 𝑒𝑛𝑑 then
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ←nil
(
)
𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 ←⌈𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 +
⌉
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.cargo ←𝑣[𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒]
construct(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.leftChild, 𝑣, 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 − 1)
if 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.leftChild ! = nil then
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.leftChild.parent ←𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
construct(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.rightChild, 𝑣, 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 1, 𝑒𝑛𝑑)
if 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.rightChild ! = nil then
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.rightChild.parent ←𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
Algorithm IV.2: Construction algorithm of the unbalanced tree specialisation from a JournalDescriptor.
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Adapting an Unbalanced Tree
For the UT specialisation of the Journal-Strings it is possible to use a construction algorithm
which guarantees a complete balanced tree without any balancing operations. is algorithm
takes only 𝑂(𝑔 + 𝑙) steps. e algorithm IV. shows the pseudo code of the algorithm. It
exploits the binary search, such that always the middle element contained in the JournalDescriptor 𝑣 is picked. is step is shown in line 11. Choosing the middle element partitions
the considered interval into two equally sized subintervals. e le subinterval is considered
for the le subtree of the current node (line 14) and the right subinterval is considered for the
right subtree of the current node (line 17). e method is then recursively called on both subintervals until no elements are le. For each child of the current node, the parent information
is set accordingly (line 15 and 18), unless the child is nil.
e recursion stops if the 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 value of the current interval is greater than the 𝑒𝑛𝑑 value
(line 9). In this case, there are no further elements le for this particular interval and the
corresponding leaf is set to nil. Note that the tree consists of nodes which coat the JournalEntries. e Journal-Entry value is accessed by the cargo value of a node (line 12).

Adapting a Skip List
Adapting a skip list can be done in 𝑂(𝑔 + 𝑙) steps, too. e algorithm is explained in IV..
Again, the concatenated, inserted inﬁxes of 𝑣 are copied to 𝐼 , the insertion source of the
Journal-String 𝑗. e skip list is a special form of a double linked list using a second dimension
to store the elements on diﬀerent lists 𝑆 . Each list is also a double linked list and consists of
Input: Journal-Descriptor 𝑣
Output: Journal-String 𝑗 as skip list
Initialisation:
𝐼 ←𝑣.insertionBuffer
𝑆 ←⊘
for 0 ≤ 𝑟 < |𝑣| do
𝑘 ←number of coin tosses until 0 comes up
if 𝑘 ≥ ℎ then
for ℎ < 𝑝 𝑙𝑒𝑞 𝑘 + 1 do
create 𝑆
insert ⊘ in 𝑆
for 𝑘 ≥ 𝑞 𝑔𝑒𝑞 1 do
insert 𝑣[𝑟] in 𝑆
update le and right neighbour of inserted element in 𝑆
Algorithm IV.3: Construction algorithm of the skip list specialisation from a Journal-Descriptor.
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a subset of the elements contained in the previous list. e base list 𝑆 contains all elements.
A probability function is used to determine how many lists contain a certain element. In line
5 𝑆 is initialised with the empty element ⊘. Note that the all lists contain this element and
that there exists a list 𝑆 which contains only this element. ℎ deﬁnes the maximal height of
the current skip list. Subsequent to the initialisation each element of 𝑣 is inserted into the skip
list. e insertion process includes the randomly picked height for the new element in line 7.
If the picked height 𝑘 is greater or equal ℎ, then 𝑘 − ℎ + 1 new lists are created containing the
element ⊘ (line 8 − 11). Aerwards the element 𝑣[𝑟] is inserted in each list from 𝑆 to 𝑆 .
Since 𝑣 contains the Journal-Entries in descending order and the array is parsed from begin to
end, the current element is inserted up front of the skip list behind the ⊘ element (line 12, 13).
Because of the ﬁxed insert position, the element must not be searched ﬁrst. Aer inserting the
element, it is linked with its le and right neighbour in the current list line 13.

4.4 Maximal Compression
Since the massive parallel sequencing technologies produce tons of sequencing data that threatens to swamp the available data archives, novel approaches are dearly required to cope with
the overwhelming deluge of data. One appropriate solution is the usage of Journal-Strings. A
Journal-String represents an alignment of two sequences in a compressed form. Huge blocks
of the same information are encoded as a triple of positions as described above. In general,
any alignment can be encoded by such a Journal-String. is raises the question, how the alignment that needs fewest memory requirements can be computed. To ﬁnd such an alignment
between two arbitrary sequences a special score function was applied. is score function is
a modiﬁed version of the aﬃne gap cost function explained in section ..
Recall that a Journal-Entry is a collection of the following four values: segment source (𝑠𝑠),
virtual position (𝑣𝑝), physical position (𝑝𝑝) and length (𝑙). ey are used to distinguish between the sources an inﬁx refers to and specify the begin and end within the corresponding
source and the encoded string. An insertion requires the additional storage of the inserted
elements. In contrast, a deletion is represented as a void between the physical positions of
two adjacent type-0 entries. e segment source parameter is encoded by a bit. Compared to
the integers which needs either four or eight bytes, depending on the  architecture, this bit
does not have a particular inﬂuence on the size of a Journal-Entry, such that it can be omied.
As suggested above the actual size of a Journal-Entry depends on the used  architecture.
While the integer type is a 4 byte sized chunk on -bit architectures, it uses 8 bytes on some
-bit architectures. Based on this conditions, the creation of a Journal-Entry requires either
3 ⋅ 4 = 12 bytes of memory on a -bit machine or eventually 3 ⋅ 8 = 24 bytes of memory on a
-bit machine. Because the number of integers of a Journal-Entry is static the actual integer
size does not maer. For brevity a -bit machine is equivalently used for a -bit machine
in the following. Further let the alphabet values be stored in char values which requires one
byte. Hence, the inserted inﬁx of length 𝑙 requires 𝑙 ⋅ 1 bytes memory requirements.
A crucial observation of the encoding used by Journal-Strings is that encodings of insertions
and deletions require diﬀerent space consumptions in worst-case. More speciﬁcally, an inser-
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tion requires the allocation of at most two new Journal-Entries, whereas a deletion requires
the additional allocation of at most one Journal-Entry. Furthermore, inserted inﬁxes are stored
within the insertion source of the Journal-String, while a deletion does not require additional
storage capacities. In contrast to a gap function used to compute sequence similarity, the purposed gap function must distinguish between insertions and deletions. is can be achieved
by applying bi-aﬃne gap costs. Aﬃne gap costs (section .) share the property of diﬀerent
penalties for the opening and the extension of a gap. e bi-aﬃne gap costs extend this property by distinguishing between a horizontal and a vertical directed gap within the alignment
matrix.
us, the following bi-aﬃne gap function can be deﬁned for the maximal compression problem as followed:
𝛾(𝑙) =

25 + (𝑙 − 1 ⋅ 1
12

bytes for an insertion of length l
bytes for a deletion of length l

(IV.)

Opening an insertion requires 25 bytes. 24 bytes for the two new allocated Journal-Entries
and 1 byte for the inserted character. If the insertion is extended, then only 1 byte for each
appended character must be added. e opening of a deletion requires 12 byte as discussed
above. Due to the special encoding of the deletions (explained previously in section .), no
additional penalties are considered.
e score function for the maximal compression problem can be deﬁned as:
𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 ) =

0
∞

bytes, if 𝑎 = 𝑏
̸ .
bytes, if 𝑎 =𝑏

(IV.)

A match is not penalised by the score function. In the initial state of a Journal-String, there
exists exactly one Journal-Entry covering the entire reference string of the Journal-String. is
holds for every alignment, such that the initial node can be omied as a constant factor. Furthermore, each matching character of the alignment is already covered by this node. During
the construction of the Journal-String the initial node is modiﬁed by the applied operations.
ese operations do not add new matching characters. On the other side, a mismatch is not
allowed which why it is penalised with inﬁnity. As explained in section . a mismatch can
always be substituted with an insertion followed by a deletion or vice versa.
Based on the above given bi-aﬃne gap function and the score function, the formula of section
. deﬁning the initialisation and the recursion of the global alignment algorithm for arbitrary
gap costs can be adapted as followed:
Initialisation:
𝑀(0, 0) = 𝐷(0, 0) = 𝐼(0, 0) = ∞
𝑀(𝑖, 0) = 𝐷(𝑖, 0) = 25 + (𝑖 − 1), 𝐼(𝑖, 0) = ∞ for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(IV.)

𝑀(0, 𝑗) = 𝐼(0, 𝑗) = 12, 𝐷(0, 𝑗) = ∞ for 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚
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Figure IV.11: Best global alignment problem. The depicted path shows the highest similarity between the
two strings.

Figure IV.12: Maximal compression problem. The depicted path reveals the highest compression factor
between the two strings.

Recursion:

𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
𝐷(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
𝐼(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )

(IV.)

𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) +12
𝐷(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) +0

(IV.)

𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) +25
𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) +1

(IV.)

Using the stated initialisation and recursion formula, one can use the Gotoh algorithm .
to compute the maximal compressed alignment with bi-aﬃne gap costs.
e ﬁgures IV. and IV. demonstrate the diﬀerences between the best global alignment
problem and the the maximal compression problem. Shown are the tracebacks between both
strings 𝑎 = 𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑇𝐺𝐴 and 𝑏 = 𝐴𝐶𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑇𝐺𝐴. While the le ﬁgure shows the traceback of the best global alignment, the ﬁgure on the right side presents the alignment with the
maximal compression. In this case both separated insertions of the best global alignment are
collected to one big insertion followed by a small deletion to return back to the diagonal. e
following computation shows the memory advantage of the right alignment if the operations
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of the alignments are journaled.
objective: similarity compression
initial size 12𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
12𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
. insertion 26𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
30𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
. insertion | deletion 26𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
12𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
memory requirements:
64𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
54𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
e alignment of ﬁgure IV. requires 64 bytes to store the encoded transcript. e alignment shown in ﬁgure IV. requires 54 bytes which are 10 bytes less. Note that the presented
ﬁgures are only illustrations demonstrating the main diﬀerence of both alignment strategies.

4.5 Merging Multiple Journal-Strings
One of the essential features in this thesis is the synchronisation algorithm used to rapidly exchange a reference sequence of a Journal-Group. Such scenarios could happen if, for example,
a new update of the underlying reference genome assembly was published. en it might
be of interest to journal the strings contained in the aﬀected Journal-Group according to the
new reference. Another possible scenario could be the identiﬁcation of the string that has the
highest similarity to all other strings contained in a group. Such an approach could reduce the
memory requirements even more. In either case, the reference string has changed. e naive
way to replace the reference string would be to recompute the alignments for each contained
Journal-String with respect to the new reference string. is can be a very time-consuming
task depending on the number of sequences contained within the Journal-Group.
e developed algorithm is based on a strategy that aligns two sequences based on their
encoding as Journal-Strings. is approach assumes a high similarity between the old and the
new reference string. Following this approach, it is suﬃcient to compute an alignment between both reference strings and to construct a Journal-String encoding the alignment between
the old reference and the new reference string. is is done in the ﬁrst part of the algorithm.
In the second part, the Journal-String encoding the diﬀerences necessary to transform the
old reference string into the new reference string, is used to synchronise each Journal-String
contained in the aﬀected group with the new reference string.
In the following, the Journal-String of the old reference is referred to as the inner tree. Each
unsynchronised Journal-String is called outer tree. e synchronisation algorithm performs
a reﬁnement on the Journal-Entries of the outer tree and the inner tree. e reﬁned set of
Journal-Entries is then synchronised linearly following a certain synchronisation rule. Different synchronisation rules exist depending on the current seing of the reﬁned entries of
the inner and the outer tree. Aer running the algorithm, the synchronised Journal-Strings
refer to the new reference string.
In the following subsections, the problem is deﬁned more formally and the algorithm is
explained using an illustration that matches each synchronisation case.
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Figure IV.13: Reﬁnement of two Journal-Strings Shown is the outer tree representing the ali∗
gned strings
and and the inner tree representing the aligned strings
and ∗ . The blue
lines determine the Journal-Entries of the corresponding Journal-String. The orange and red
marked areas indicate insertions and deletions. After the reﬁnement the Journal-Strings are
partitioned such that each Journal-Entry of the outer tree has a corresponding Journal-Entry in
the inner tree.

Problem Deﬁnition
∗

Let 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ Σ be three strings. Further let 𝑗 be the Journal-String (outer tree) encoding an
alignment between 𝑎 and 𝑏, such that 𝑅 = 𝑏 is the underlying reference source of 𝑗. Recall
that a Journal-String 𝑗 consists of three data members: the reference source 𝑅 , the insertion
source 𝐼 and the set of Journal-Entries 𝑇 . Let 𝑘 be the Journal-String (inner tree) encoding
an alignment between 𝑏 and 𝑐, with 𝑅 = 𝑐 being the underlying reference source. e outer
tree is completely synchronised if 𝑅 = 𝑅 and 𝐼 and 𝑇 encode the diﬀerences with respect
to the new reference string 𝑐.
In order to arrive there, each Journal-Entry of the outer tree must be compared with the
corresponding Journal-Entry of the inner tree. Two Journal-Entries are comparable if their
virtual positions and lengths are equal. is special entity might not be given for every outer
and inner tree. It is more likely that the Journal-Entries of the trees overlap each other. To ﬁnd
a set of comparable Journal-Entries, a reﬁnement, like the segment match reﬁnement discussed
by Rausch et al. [], is computed. erefore, the set of Journal-Entries of the inner and the
outer tree is partitioned in segments.
Let 𝜔 , denote a Journal-Inﬁx, with 𝑝 being the begin position and 𝑞 the end position of the
inﬁx, of a Journal-Entry. Let 𝑣𝑝 be the virtual position of the 𝑟-th Journal-Entry and 𝑙 its
length, then the following must hold: 𝜔 , is an inﬁx of 𝑇 , if 𝑣𝑝 ≤ 𝑝 < 𝑞 ≤ 𝑣𝑝 + 𝑙 . e
Journal-Inﬁx 𝜙 , is deﬁned analogues for a Journal-Entry contained in the inner tree.
𝑠 = (𝜔 , , 𝜙 , ) is called a Journal-Segment between 𝑗 and 𝑘, if 𝑝 = 𝑢 and 𝑞 = 𝑣. Let 𝑆
denote the set of all possible segments between 𝑗 and 𝑘. A segment reﬁnement ﬁnds a subset
𝑆 of 𝑆 containing a minimal number of Journal-Segments, such that no two Journal-Inﬁxes
between the outer and the inner tree overlap.
Figure IV. illustrates the segment reﬁnement. It shows a possible set of Journal-Entries for
the outer and the inner tree. On the le side the typical scenario of the outer and the inner tree
is shown. Both Journal-Strings consists of a set of Journal-Entries. Since the Journal-Entries of
both trees overlap each other, a comparison of them is not possible. For example the inﬁx 𝜔 ,
of the outer tree overlaps with the inﬁxes 𝜙 , and 𝜙 , of the inner tree and both entries in
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the inner tree encode diﬀerent operations.
e right part of ﬁgure IV. shows the reﬁnement of the outer and the inner tree. Here,
the Journal-Entry from 𝑒 to 𝑓 of the outer tree is partitioned at position 𝑚 into two inﬁxes
𝜔 , and 𝜔 , . e same holds for the Journal-Entry from 𝑙 to 𝑚 at position 𝑒 and from
𝑚 to 𝑛 at position 𝑓 in the inner tree. e reﬁned segment 𝑠 = (𝜔 , , 𝜙 , ) now deﬁnes
two regions between the outer and the inner tree that can be compared, because they do not
overlap any longer and each inﬁx encodes exactly one string of the same operations.
Figure IV. already illustrates that diﬀerent synchronisation rules must be applied. In general, these rules can be categorised in compatible operations and incompatible operations. In
the following the pair (𝑎 , 𝑏 ) refers to the strings of the global alignment of 𝑎 and 𝑏 (outer
∗
tree), and the pair (𝑏 , 𝑐 ∗ ) refers to the strings of the global alignment of 𝑏 and 𝑐 (inner tree).
In the following all possible compatible operations are deﬁned:
If 𝜔 , encodes a matching region and 𝜙 , encodes a matching region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 𝑏 = 𝑐 ∗ = 𝑥, with 𝑥 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes a matching region and 𝜙 , encodes an inserted region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 𝑏 = 𝑥 is inserted into 𝑐 ∗ = −, with 𝑥 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes a deleted region and 𝜙 , encodes a matching region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = − is deleted from 𝑏 = 𝑏 = 𝑐 ∗ = 𝑥, with 𝑥 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes a deleted region and 𝜙 , encodes an inserted region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑐 ∗ = − and 𝑏 = 𝑏 = 𝑥, with 𝑥 ∈ Σ,
hence the inﬁx is not stored.

(IV.)

e incompatible operations are deﬁned as follows:
If 𝜔 , encodes an inserted region and 𝜙 , encodes a matching region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑥 and 𝑏 = − and 𝑏 = 𝑐 ∗ = 𝑦, with 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes an inserted region and 𝜙 , encodes an inserted region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑥 and 𝑏 = − and 𝑏 = 𝑦 and 𝑐 ∗ = −, with 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes an inserted region and 𝜙 , encodes a deleted region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑥 and 𝑏 = − and 𝑏 = − and 𝑐 ∗ = 𝑦, with 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes a matching region and 𝜙 , encodes a deleted region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 𝑥 and 𝑏 = − and 𝑐 ∗ = 𝑦, with 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

If 𝜔 , encodes a deleted region and 𝜙 , encodes a deleted region, then
∗
for 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑞 ∶ 𝑎 = − and 𝑏 = 𝑥 and 𝑏 = − and 𝑐 ∗ = 𝑦, with 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ Σ.

(IV.)

e basic diﬀerence between compatible and incompatible operations depends on the values
∗
of 𝑏 and 𝑏 , as they are the connection between the values 𝑎 and 𝑐 ∗ . In constellations of
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∗

encoded operations where 𝑏 = 𝑏 , the element 𝑎 can be directly synchronised with the
element 𝑐 ∗ . Rules IV. to IV. describe in which way 𝑎 can be journaled to 𝑐 ∗ . e easiest
case is obviously, when both Journal-Inﬁxes encode a matching region (rule IV.). In this case,
value 𝑎 has to be equal to 𝑐 ∗ . Rule IV. describes the case in which the value 𝑎 is inserted
into 𝑐 ∗ . e special case described in rule IV. refers to the fact that the value 𝑎 = 𝑐 ∗ = −
which not allowed per deﬁnition of an alignment. Hence, in such cases the corresponding
inﬁx need not be considered within the synchronised Journal-String.
Rules IV. to IV. deﬁne the incompatible synchronisation rules. In these cases, the value
∗
𝑏 ≠ 𝑏 , so there is no connection between the values 𝑎 and 𝑐 ∗ . ose cases occur if either
the inﬁx of the outer tree encodes an insertion or the inﬁx of the inner tree encodes a deletion.
Here, either the values 𝑎 , … , 𝑎
are inserted before 𝑐 ∗ while the respective values of 𝑐 ∗ are
∗
shied to the right, or the values 𝑐 , … , 𝑐 ∗ are deleted before 𝑎 while the respective values
of 𝑎 are shied to the right. ese shis within the aligned stings can lead to new overlaps
of the reﬁned segments. In order to avoid recomputing the reﬁnement in each iteration of the
algorithm, the reﬁnement is computed on-the-ﬂy. e actual process is demonstrated in the
example below.
Rule IV. constitutes an exception, as it is not excluded that some elements of 𝑎 , … , 𝑎
matches some values of 𝑐 ∗ , … , 𝑐 ∗ . In order to ﬁnd such possibly matching elements a partial
alignment has to be computed for the considered inﬁxes. Such an approach would be a great
extension for the presented algorithm, as it allows the computation of alignments that are
closer to the best alignment.
In the following paragraphs, the actual algorithm is explained using an example that covers
the distinct synchronisation rules.

Algorithm
e algorithm iterates over the Journal-Entries of the inner tree and applies the reﬁnement onthe-ﬂy. us, the main loop of the algorithm distinguishes only four diﬀerent cases, depending
which source is covered by the current Journal-Entry. Let 𝑒 denote the current Journal-Entry
of the inner tree (𝑘) and 𝑒 the current Journal-Entry of the outer tree (𝑗). e following cases
are distinguished by the algorithm:
• 𝑒 refers to 𝑅 ∧ of 𝑒 refers to 𝑅
• 𝑒 refers to 𝑅 ∧ of 𝑒 refers to 𝐼
• 𝑒 refers to 𝐼 ∧ of 𝑒 refers to 𝑅
• 𝑒 refers to 𝐼 ∧ of 𝑒 refers to 𝐼
In addition, the algorithm uses three auxiliary values to compute the reﬁnement on-the-ﬂy.
ese auxiliary values store the shis in the respective virtual positions of the inner tree or
physical positions of the outer tree and are used to determine possible deletions within the
respective reference sources of the trees:
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Figure IV.14: Example of the synchronisation algorithm. Shown are the distinct synchronisation
cases of the algorithm. Each window contains the current status of the synchronisation and the
values of the auxiliary data types. The result is a synchronised Journal-String.

• shiftPP: represents the current shi of the physical positions within the outer tree. All
up-coming Journal-Entries within the outer tree must be updated accordingly.
• shiftVP: represents the current shi of virtual positions within the inner tree. All upcoming Journal-Entries within the inner tree must be updated accordingly.
• lastPP: reveals a deletion operation within the outer tree.
e following example describes the iterations of the algorithm step by step and demonstrates the application of the diﬀerent synchronisation cases.
Figure IV. demonstrates the process of the algorithm and table IV. lists the Journal-Entries
that are presumed for this example. e composition of the outer tree is changed aer some
synchronisation steps. e tables IV. to IV. cover the changes of the synchronised outer tree.
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Table IV.2: The Journal-Entry of the inner and
the outer tree. The Journal-Entries are described in the following way [ ( , , )].

No
1
2
3
4

inner tree
0(0, 0, 20)
1(0, 20, 20)
0(20, 40, 35)
0(60, 75, 25)

Table IV.4: Outer tree after
step 5.

No
1
2
3
4
5

outer tree
0(0, 0, 10)
1(20, 10, 10)
1(0, 20, 20)
1(30, 40, 10)
0(40, 50, 45)

Table IV.3: Outer tree after
step 3.

outer tree
0(0, 0, 10)
0(20, 10, 10)
1(0, 20, 20)
0(30, 40, 55)

No
1
2
3
4

Table IV.5: Outer tree after
step 6.

No
1
2
3
4
5

outer tree
0(0, 0, 10)
1(20, 10, 10)
1(0, 20, 20)
1(30, 40, 10)
0(20, 50, 45)

outer tree
0(0, 0, 10)
1(20, 10, 10)
1(0, 20, 20)
0(30, 40, 55)

Table IV.6: Outer tree after
step 7.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

outer tree
0(0, 0, 10)
1(20, 10, 10)
1(0, 20, 20)
1(30, 40, 10)
0(20, 50, 45)
0(60, 85, 10)

Initialisation: e initial situation is shown in the “initialisation” frame in which the outer

tree is unsynchronised. Note that the red marked regions within the trees indicate deleted
regions, while orange marked regions indicate insertions. Furthermore, the Journal-Entries of
the outer tree are represented as unﬁlled bars, in order to distinguish them from the operations
of the inner tree which are ﬁlled. e auxiliary parameters are set to 0. e highlighted blue
star at the beginning of the inner tree represents the current virtual position. e blue strokes
between the trees indicate which reﬁned segment is currently processed by the synchronisation. Note that the reﬁnement is done on-the-ﬂy. e additional parameter longest common
entry inﬁx (lcei) represents the length of the reﬁned segment.
Note that the sign → before an 𝑒 indicates that the next 𝑒 of the inner tree is selected.
e sign ↓ indicates an update of the respective entry. e notations is analogue to an entry
of the outer tree. Tables IV. to IV. cover the modiﬁcations within the outer tree aer an 𝑒
of the current iteration step was synchronised (indicated by the ↓).
Step 1: e algorithm starts with the selection of the ﬁrst entry of the inner tree which is

0(0, 0, 20). en the corresponding 𝑒 is selected (0(0, 0, 10)). e corresponding 𝑒 is the
Journal-Entry that has the same virtual position as the current 𝑒 which is in this case 0. e
positions are marked bold within ﬁgure IV. (frame “Step ”). e 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 of the selected entries
is 10. e 𝑒 as well as the 𝑒 refer to the reference string. Hence, the ﬁrst compatible rule
IV. is applied for 𝑒 which remains unchanged. Now, the star is shied to the right by the
size of 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖. At the end of the ﬁrst step the parameter 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃 is updated by the size of 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖,
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too. Note that the updated parameters are underlined in the respective step.
Step 2: e second step proceeds with the current segment with 0(10, 10, 10) for the 𝑒
and 0(20, 10, 10) for the 𝑒 . ere is a deletion of length 10 within the outer tree that must
be considered. e algorithm detects this deletion by comparing the physical position of the
current 𝑒 with the value of 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃 from the step before. In this case, the synchronisation
rule IV. is applied and the corresponding inﬁx within the inner tree of length 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 is deleted.
Note that the inner tree is static. e deletion within the inner tree is recognised as a le
shi of the virtual positions of the up-coming entries of the inner tree and is recognised in
𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑉𝑃 = −10. Aerwards, the star is shied to the right by the size of 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 = 10, such that
the second 𝑒 of the inner tree is selected with 1(0, 20, 20). At the end of step two the value
of 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃 is updated to 20. e deletion is synchronised now.
Step 3: At the beginning of each step, the virtual position of 𝑒 is updated by the 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑉𝑃
parameter, if and only if it has been recently selected (indicated by a → in the step before). e
same holds for the physical position of 𝑒 which is updated by the 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑃𝑃 parameter. In the
third step, the virtual position of the selected 𝑒 is updated to 10 (highlighted with red color),
because of the 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑉𝑃 parameter. is parameter was recently shied to the le by the size
of the synchronised deletion of the outer tree. en the corresponding 𝑒 is selected which is
the same as in step two. is is correct since this node was not directly synchronised due to
the deletion. e 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃 value now ﬁts the current physical position of 𝑒 and no deletions
must be considered. In the current synchronisation case, 𝑒 covers an insertion and 𝑒 covers
a match. In this case, the second formula of IV. is applied. e ﬁrst 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 positions of 𝑒 are
converted to an insertion which results in the seing 1(20, 10, 10) for the synchronised 𝑒 .
Note that the physical position of the updated entry is 20 since there are already 20 values
stored in the corresponding insertion source. e physical positions of the up-coming entries
within the outer tree must be shied to the le by the size of the conversion, such that the
next 𝑒 continues at the last physical position of the old 𝑒 . e shi is recognised in 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑃𝑃
which is now set to −10. Again, the blue star is shied to the right by the size of 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃
remains unchanged, because the recent synchronisation step did not change the oﬀset of the
physical positions of the outer tree.
Step 4: In step four, the algorithm moves into the fourth synchronisation case, in which

𝑒 as well 𝑒 cover an inserted region. e process of this case is equal to the third case
of the algorithm, in which 𝑒 covers an insertion and 𝑒 a matching region. In either case
𝑒 is inserted before 𝑒 (see synchronisation rules IV. and IV.). e current seings are
0(10, 20, 10) and 1(0, 20, 20) for 𝑒 and the corresponding 𝑒 . In this particular case, the
entire insertion inﬁx covered by 𝑒 is inserted in the target reference 𝑐 without partitioning
into smaller inﬁxes. e blue strokes cover the entire 𝑒 and 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 is omied as it is not required
for this synchronisation part. 𝑒 remains unchanged and only the blue star is shied by the
length of 𝑒 . e shi within the virtual positions is recognised by the parameter 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑉𝑃 =
10.
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Step 5: e corresponding 𝑒 of the current blue star position is the fourth 𝑒 with the values
0(30, 40, 55). Since this entry covers a match, the physical position must ﬁrst be updated by
−10, which is the current value of 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑃𝑃. It changes to 0(20, 40, 55) which ﬁts the 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃
value. In this particular situation the 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 value is less than the length of 𝑒 . Hence, 𝑒 is split
into two entries 𝑒 and 𝑒 at the oﬀset 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖. 𝑒 is converted to an insertion (1(30, 40, 10))
based on the rule IV. and 𝑒 is set to 0(40, 50, 45) which continues at the split position.
Table IV. shows the changed composition of the outer tree. Again, 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑃𝑃 is updated to
−20, representing the shis in the physical positions of the outer tree due to the synchronised
insertions. e next 𝑒 is selected.
Step 6: First the virtual position of 𝑒 and the physical position of 𝑒 (0(20, 50, 45) and

0(20, 50, 45)) are synchronised. e resulting 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 value is 35 which is less than the length
of 𝑒 . Hence, 𝑒 must be split again into two entries 𝑒 and 𝑒 . Because both 𝑒 as well as 𝑒
(0(20, 50, 35)) cover a matching region, there is nothing to do (compare synchronisation rule
IV.). e 𝑒 entry continues at the 𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑖 oﬀset (0(75, 85, 10)). e physical position within
the outer tree has moved such that 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃 is updated. It points to the 55-th position. Table
IV. covers the modiﬁcations made within the outer tree.
Step 7: In this iteration step the last 𝑒 is selected 0(60, 85, 25) and the corresponding 𝑒

(0(75, 85, 10)) taken. Again the virtual position of 𝑒 and the physical position of 𝑒 must be
updated ﬁrst resulting in 0(60, 85, 25) and 0(55, 85, 10). e physical position of the current
𝑒 reﬂects all modiﬁcations made before within the outer tree. If this physical position is
smaller than the physical position of 𝑒 , then there must be a deletion within the inner tree.
In this case, the deletion has a size of 5. Here the synchronisation rule of IV. is applied. e
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑃 parameter is updated accordingly. Table IV. covers the new composition of the outer
tree.
Step 8: ere is no corresponding 𝑒 for the virtual position (0(70, 95, 15)) of the current

𝑒 , such that the algorithm terminates.
Result: e outer tree is now completely synchronised while the algorithm only compared

the reﬁned segments. e old Journal-String 𝑗 refers now to the reference string 𝑐 = 𝑅 . e
algorithm did not compare any character and used the reﬁned segments to synchronise long
inﬁxes. e runtime has a complexity of 𝑂(|𝑇 | + |𝑇 |) as each Journal-Entry of the inner and
the outer tree is visited only one time.

4.6 Container Serialisation
e last part of this chapter addresses solutions for the serialisation of the Journal-Strings
contained in the Journal-Set to secondary memory. e data can be imported and exported in
two diﬀerent formats. Figure IV. visualises the IO-module of the Journal-Set.
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Figure IV.15: I/O-Module interface.

Two distinct formats were designed and implemented. e Diﬀ-Format exports and imports
the ﬁles in a human-readable format such that the data can be parsed by any other program.
is format allows an easy access of the data. e ﬁle can directly be modiﬁed with any
text editor. In contrast, the Binary-Format serialises the ﬁles in a space-saving way and can
compress the data with additional bit packing strategies.
In either way, the reference strings of the Journal-Groups managed within the set are not
serialised to secondary memory. e reference string must be separately speciﬁed during the
import. For each reference string a checksum can be computed and stored within the exported
ﬁles. Using this checksum, the reference string can be veriﬁed during the import. e import
fails if the checksum of the externally loaded reference string is inconsistent with the stored
checksum.
In order to achieve higher compression results, for a deletion only the physical position and
the length and for an insertion only the physical position and the inserted inﬁx are stored.
e virtual position is used to allow fast random access operations to the Journal-String. is
is no longer required when the data is exported to secondary memory. us, the compressor
removes the redundant virtual position. e decompressor can reconstruct the correct virtual
positions while reading the stored operations. In addition, only insertions and deletions are
stored while the information of matching regions is removed. Since deletions are encoded as
voids between the physical positions of two type-0 entries, the compressor replaces such two
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Table IV.7: Bits per value for distinct alphabets.

Alphabet

 

A



C



G



T



N


entries by one entry covering only the start and length of the deletion within the reference.
e decompressor reconstructs the two Journal-Entries based on the exported oﬀsets of the
deletion.
Diﬀ-Format

e Diﬀ-Format saves the Journal-Set in a human-readable format. Such ﬁles can be manipulated easily and can be parsed by other programs if necessary. A demonstration of this ﬁle
format is shown in the appendix C..
e Diﬀ-Format is further categorised by two specialisations: the Simple and the Alignment
method. e ﬁrst method simply writes the insertion and deletion operations line by line. An
insertion is identiﬁed by its occurrence within the reference and the corresponding inserted
inﬁx exported in “FASTA” format. A deletion is stored as a tupel of begin position and length.
e Future versions of this format will also support an Alignment method which writes the differences in form of an alignment to the reference string, while the actual operation is extended
by some positions to both sides. e Simple format is explained in more detail in the appendix
C..
Binary-Format

In contrast to the Diﬀ-Format, the Binary-Format cannot be manipulated with other programs
if they don’t know the underlying structure of the binary format. e main diﬀerence to the
Diﬀ-Format is that no line delimiters are used. Each information is appended consecutively in
memory. e structure of the Binary-Format is described in the appendix C..
e box for the Binary-Format in ﬁgure IV. contains three diﬀerent bit packing methods.
Bit packing is a commonly known method to store values of an alphabet as bits. Since a byte
is the smallest possible unit that can be addressed, the alphabet values are packed into host
values such as the eight bits of a byte. Such approaches can be applied if the number of bits
used to encode all values of an alphabet is less than the number of bits of the host value. e
Table IV. displays the bit paerns used for the  and the   alphabet.
In the following, a byte is used as the host value for the bit packing method. e 
alphabet has a maximal entropy of two bpc. Hence, there can be exactly four values packed
into the eight bits of one byte. Unfortunately, when dealing with genomic data oen the 
 alphabet must be used. e   alphabet requires at least three bits per character such that
only two complete values can be packed into one byte. e implemented method FastPacking
ﬁlls a byte as long as a complete value can be added to the host value. is implies that
using this method on a   alphabet and a byte as the host value, each byte would waste
at least two bits. In order to exploit the last two bits of a byte even for a   alphabet, the
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Figure IV.16: The approach for fast bit packing. Used is the

5 alphabet with bits per value.

Figure IV.17: The approach for maximal bit packing. Used is the
value.

5 alphabet with

bits per

method MaxPacking was implemented. is strategy computes bit overlaps for a single byte
and continues with the remaining bits of the last value in the next byte. us maximal seven
bits are wasted independent of the length of the insertion string.
Both approaches ﬁrst compute the size of the host string (𝑝). For the MaxPacking strategy
this can be computed as:
|𝑢| ⋅ 𝑏𝑝𝑣
|𝑝| =
(IV.)
8
with 𝑢 the unpacked string and 𝑏𝑝𝑣 the bits required for an alphabet value. e division
by 8 can be replaced equivalently by shiing the bits three positions to the le which can be
performed faster by the . is function is variable for any alphabet size that can be encoded
with at most eight bits. For the FastPacking approach the length of the packed string can be
easily obtained with the following equation:
|𝑝| =

|𝑢|
,
𝑣𝑝ℎ

(IV.)

with 𝑣𝑝ℎ being the number of alphabet values that completely ﬁt into one value of the host.
Figure IV. and ﬁgure IV. demonstrate the main diﬀerences of both packing strategies.
Since the   alphabet has ﬁve values, there are at least three bits necessary to encode
them. us maximal two values ﬁt completely into one byte. e MaxPacking strategy uses the
remaining two bits of the ﬁrst byte to store the ﬁrst two bits of the next value instead, and
puts the remaining bit of this value into the next byte. e overlaps are determined using the
following equation:
remaining bits per value = (8 + remaining bits per value) mod 𝑏𝑝𝑣.

(IV.)

e result ‘remaining bits per value’ is the number of remaining bits of the current byte that
cannot be occupied by a complete value. In the initialisation ’remaining bits per value’ is set
to zero. Using a   alphabet with three bpv the MaxPacking method can pack eight values
into three bytes. e following example computation of the ‘remaining bits per value’ for a
  alphabet shows that in the third byte all bits are occupied with “real” information:
2 = (8 + 0) mod 3
1 = (8 + 2) mod 3
0 = (8 + 1) mod 3
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ere exists also a NoPacking strategy which stores each alphabet value in one byte. is
method can be used if the run time to serialise the data is more important than the achieved
compression.
Data alignment and Endianness

Section . discussed the issue of data structure alignment. e Binary-Format is used to obtain
a high compression factor for the serialised Journal-Set. erefore, data padding should be
avoided which means that each serialised byte contains “real” information. In order to achieve
this, each information is wrien byte-wise using the Input/Output Stream Library of the c++
standard library.
Despite of storing char strings for the meta information and the packed insertion strings,
the program needs to serialise integer values, too. Aer transmiing the data to another
computer, the byte order could have changed due to a diﬀerently used operating system. If
the byte-order has changed, the integer values eventually are diﬀerently interpreted by the
system. Hence, the information contained in the String-Set becomes worthless. To avoid the
eventually false interpretation, the byte-order of all multi-byte values is set to the host-byteorder.
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V

e following chapter presents various performance and compression results for the designed
and implemented data structures and algorithms. Each result section will ﬁrst describe and
then discuss the presented results. In the ﬁrst section of this chapter the test data and the
computing system used for the benchmarks are introduced. e next section analysis the performances of the three underlying data structures of the Journal-String. In the third section the
bi-aﬃne gap function (see section . for more information) will be compared with a standard
aﬃne gap function and additionally the runtimes for the synchronisation algorithm described
in section . will be shown. e last section analyses and discusses the achieved compression
results for genomic sequence data.

5.1 Benchmark Preparation
Computing System
e benchmarks for this thesis were exclusively performed on a computer cluster consisting
of two Intel Xeon  X, each with a 2.67 GHz ad Core. Altogether, the cluster has 48
GB RAM and a SAS K 600GB RAID 0 system* .

Test Data
In general, two diﬀerently sized sequences are used for the benchmarks. First, the genome of
the bacteriophage EC24b was used for the performance analysis of the Journal-String structures
and the analysis of the join and synchronisation method. e genome of ECb has a size of
almost 57 Kb and was downloaded from the p site of the “Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute”† .
e human genome reference assembly GRCh37 (hg) published by the Consortium []
was the second sequence used for benchmarks. e original unpacked size of hg was 3, 069
GB. e sequence was supplied chromosome-wise and compressed with “gzip” [Gailly and
Adler]. e overall size still amounted to 822, 6 MB in compressed form. e human genome
was used to test and analyse the compression methods facilitated in the I/O module of the
Journal-Set.
*
†

see “Knecht” on hps://www.mi.fu-berlin.de/w/IT/ComputeServer, received on ––
hp://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/Phage/, received on ––
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Random Sequence Generator
In order to analyse the eﬃciency of the Journal-String the test data had to be modiﬁed, such
that the original and the modiﬁed data showed well deﬁned diﬀerences. ose diﬀerences
were then decoded by the Journal-String and the encoding eﬃciency could be measured. e
implemented sequence generator applies artiﬁcial insertions and deletions to a reference sequence. In order to do so two parameters could be speciﬁed which determined the diﬀerence
between the Journal-String and the reference in percentage and the maximal length of insertion and deletion operations. e generator randomly added modiﬁcations to the reference
until the speciﬁed level of diﬀerence was reached. e kind of an operation as well as the begin position of an operation was randomly chosen according to an uniform distribution. e
modiﬁed reference is returned as a Journal-String encoding the artiﬁcial modiﬁcations to the
underlying reference sequence.

5.2 Performance Analysis of Journal-Strings
e underlying data structure of a Journal-String is the essential element regarding eﬃciency.
It must allow fast random access, while the encoded sequence is only organised by its diﬀerences to a reference sequence. In this thesis the existing data structures using a sorted array
and an unbalanced tree are extended by an implementation of a skip list, because of its optimal
runtimes for search, insert and delete operations.

Construction Time Performance
In order to test and analyse the construction time of a Journal-String, the ECb genome was
selected and 100, 000 insertions of length ten were respectively inserted at position 0 of the
original genome.
To insert the 100, 000 operations the sorted array needed 43.21 seconds. In contrast, the
unbalanced tree needed 850.88 seconds and the skip list needed 840.1 seconds. Although,
the sorted array needs to shi all elements right of the inserted element, it outperforms the
unbalanced tree and the skip list by orders of magnitude. Even though, the unbalanced tree
and the skip list can apply an insertion in constant time.

Random Access Time Performance
While the last section analysed the construction times needed by the sorted array, the unbalanced tree and the skip list, this section examines their performance with regard to their random
access times. To do so a random number generator was used to randomly pick 500, 000,
1, 000, 000, 2, 000, 000, 3, 000, 000, 4, 000, 000 and 5, 000, 000 positions. For each experiment, the time to ﬁnd the elements of the randomly picked positions was measured. Note,
that for the runtime analysis a deletion is equivalent to an insertion, such that only insertions
were applied. e probability function of the skip list was set to
𝑃𝑟(𝑥) =
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Figure V.1: Comparison of search times of the Journal-String implementations. The x-axis
shows the number of searched elements for each experiment. The y-axis shows the search time
needed for the diﬀerent data structures (sorted array: red dashed; unbalanced tree: green; skip
list: purple; decoded string: blue).

With this probability function higher values for 𝑘 are more likely. is step increases the
performance of skip lists if many elements are stored because of the higher variation of the
diﬀerent heights.
Figure V. shows the search results for the six experiments. e runtimes obtained for the
three data structures are compared with the runtimes for searching within a normal string
which is not encoded by a Journal-String. e major observation that can be made, is that
the sorted array shows the fastest runtimes for searching which are close to the runtimes of
searches within the decoded string. e skip list shows beer results than the unbalanced
tree if more than one million searches are performed. e search time of the unbalanced tree
increased linearly with the number of searches. A plateau for one, two and three million search
requests within the skip list can be observed, while a linear increase was expected. For higher
search requests the search time started to increase again. e skip list, compared to the other
data structures, depends on a random variable. erefore, it could happen that the randomly
chosen positions lie on paths through the skip list that can be found faster than others. But this
seems unlikely for the huge number of random accesses. e computing cluster on which the
experiments were performed was accessible for diﬀerent research groups and apparently used
by other persons during the tests. It is possible that the observed anomaly arose due to diﬀerent
peak times of the computing cluster. Nevertheless, it is necessary to further investigate the
cause of the anomaly.
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Table V.1: Runtimes for diﬀerent search experiments of the three data structures sorted array,
unbalanced tree and skip list. In addition the runtimes for searching within the decoded string
are listed in the row labelled “normal”.

# Searched Elements
Normal
Sorted Array
Unbalanced Tree
Skip List

0.5 ⋅ 10
0.01
0.04
7.97
3.66

1 ⋅ 10
0.01
0.06
15.88
17.13

2 ⋅ 10
0.03
0.12
31.22
17.17

3 ⋅ 10
0.04
0.19
46.81
16.85

4 ⋅ 10
0.06
0.25
62.25
22.43

5 ⋅ 10
0.06
0.31
77.61
35.71

Discussion
e basic ﬁnding of these experiments is that the simplest data structure, the sorted array, provides the fastest runtimes for insert and random access compared to the unbalanced tree and
the sorted array. Moreover, the runtimes of the sorted array are faster by orders of magnitude.
e high performance of insert and search operations for the sorted array is strongly related
to its simple structure. e unbalanced tree and the skip list are more complex structures that
are less eﬃcient in practice than in theory. In general, a skip list is a good alternative to the
tree data structure, although the usage of a sorted array seems to be the best choice for fast
random access and insert.

5.3 Compression Analysis of the Bi-Aﬃne Gap Function
In order to achieve high compression factors for two sequences a special score function, called
bi-aﬃne gap function, was investigated, which extracts an alignment that needs fewest memory requirements if encoded as a Journal-String. e bi-aﬃne gap function was compared
with a standard aﬃne gap function. e second score function penalises a gap opening with
2 and a gap extension with 1. A match got the score 0 and a mismatch was not allowed.

Experiments
e ECb genome and an artiﬁcial derivative of it, produced by the sequence generator were
used for this experiment. e decoded string of the randomly generated Journal-String was
aligned with the ECb genome using the diﬀerent score functions. e respective alignment
was encoded as a Journal-String and its number of Journal-Entries and the length of the insertion source determined. Table V. collects the observed data for each experiment, while
ﬁgure V. displays the corresponding trend of the corresponding compression factor. In each
experiment the level of diﬀerence between the ECb genome and the artiﬁcial sequence was
increased, while the average sequence length of the applied operations persisted 5, so the
number of Journal-Entries increased in each experiment. e orange dashed line represents
the compression factor received using the bi-aﬃne gap function. e blue line shows the
compression factor observed for the standard aﬃne gap function. e y-axis represents the
achieved compression factors. e diﬀerent experiments are shown on the x-axis.
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Table V.2: Comparison of score functions for maximal similarity and maximal compression.
The ﬁrst row shows the level of diﬀerence in percentage. The second row shows the sizes of
the generated sequences. Rows three to ﬁve show values of the new Journal-String referring
to EC24b based on an alignment that computes the maximal similarity. Rows six to nine show
values of the new Journal-String referring to EC24b based on an alignment that computes the
maximal compression.

Level of Diﬀerence
Old size[B]
Size [B]
Sim
# Entires
Insert Length
size [B]
Comp
# Entires
Insert Length

1%
57, 679
2, 084
150
284
2, 060
147
296

2%
57, 714
4, 457
322
593
4, 415
315
635

5%
57, 580
11, 135
816
1, 343
10, 399
732
1, 615

10%
57, 312
21, 306
1, 565
2, 526
19, 190
1, 268
3, 974

20%
57, 646
42, 442
3, 108
5, 146
33, 722
1, 778
12, 386

50%
57, 626
102, 294
7, 623
10, 818
53, 941
779
44, 593

e data in table V. show, that the number of Journal-Entries for the maximal compressed
string is always smaller than the number of Journal-Entries for the string with the maximal similarity. On the opposite, the length of the insertion source is always higher. is observation
corresponds to the fact that the bi-aﬃne gap function penalised the opening of a new JournalEntry much harder than the extension of it. Hence, insertions that are closely situated to each
other within the alignment were combined to one single insertion. e standard gap function is more sensitive to matching regions, such that the same scenario could result in three
Journal-Entries to cover both, the insertions and an eventually the occurred matches between
them. is led to smaller insertion inﬁxes but also to an increased number of Journal-Entries
which require more memory, resulting in lower compression factors.

Discussion
e experiments clearly show that the compression factor received by the bi-aﬃne gap function always exceeded the compression factor received by the standard aﬃne gap function.
Moreover, the higher the diﬀerence between the aligned sequences, the higher was the gap
between the compression factors of both methods. For a sequence diﬀerence of 50% the compression factor received by the bi-aﬃne gap function was still greater than one. In contrast
the Journal-String with the maximal similarity needed more memory for the encoding than
for the original string, such that a negative compression was observed. us, if the maximal
compression of the sequences is required, then it is highly recommended to use the bi-aﬃne
gap function optimised for the data compression.

5.4 Performance Analysis of the Synchronisation Algorithm
In some cases it might be of interest to exchange the reference string of a group of JournalStrings. Such scenarios occur, if, for instance, a more recent genome assembly with new sequence information is available, or the reference that has the highest similarity to all other
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Figure V.2: Comparison of compression factors.

Journal-Strings within the group shall be selected, in order to save additional memory. In such
cases, it would be necessary to recompute the alignments for each aﬀected Journal-String with
the new reference string. To circumvent this, an algorithm was developed that synchronised
each aﬀected Journal-String with the alignment between the old and the new reference. erefore, only one alignment has to be computed, while the synchronisation only updates the
Journal-Entries of the aﬀected Journal-Strings without comparing any character.

Experiments
In this experiment the genome of ECb was chosen as the basic reference string. In the ﬁrst
step, a second reference string was randomly generated with an average operation length of 5
bases. As in the previously described experiment, six diﬀerent levels of diﬀerence to the ECb
genome were selected. Additionally, 1, 000 Journal-Strings, based on the randomly generated
reference, were generated with the same seings. ese 1, 000 Journal-Strings were collected
into one group and the randomly generated string was exchanged with the genome of ECb.
Aerwards, an alignment between the ECb sequence and the randomly generated reference
was computed with the bi-aﬃne gap function and the standard gap function presented above.
en, the 1, 000 Journal-Strings were synchronised to the new reference string.
e alignment of both reference strings took 6.82 minutes on average. Figure V. shows the
runtimes for synchronising the 1, 000 Journal-Strings for each score function and experiment
seing. e levels of diﬀerence are displayed on the x-axis. e orange dashed line represents
the runtimes obtained from the experiments using the bi-aﬃne gap function. e blue line
represents the runtimes for the experiments using the standard aﬃne gap function. e y-axis
represents the synchronisation times in seconds.
e data show, that even for very distinct sequences 1, 000 Journal-Strings could be synchronised in almost 10 seconds for references aligned with the bi-aﬃne gap function and in
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Figure V.3: Comparison of merge times for 1,000 sequences.

almost 36 seconds for references aligned with the standard aﬃne gap function.

Discussion
e synchronisation is a very good alternative to the naive alignment approach. Compared to
the time needed to compute the alignment between the reference strings the synchronisation
is faster by orders of magnitude, because the algorithm compares entire subregions instead of
evaluating each single character. But the synchronisation does not guarantee the best alignment. is might be of interest especially when trying to ﬁnd a reference that has the highest
similarity to all other sequences. To ﬁnd a beer synchronisation by means of the best alignment, the algorithm could be extended by partial alignments within segments that eventually
match. Such regions occur for example if an insertion of the outer tree is compared with a
deletion of the inner tree. en, the computed alignment would be more closely oriented to
the best alignment. Obviously, this might slow down the algorithm, but assuming similar sequences, this might only be a slight diﬀerence compared to the performance obtained without
this strategy.

5.5 Performance and Compression Analysis of Data Serialisation
Storing only the diﬀerences of sequences to a reference sequence comes along with an enormous advantage in reduced memory requirements. However, the previous results showed that
a certain similarity between the sequences and the reference must exist to obtain a compression gain. Fortunately, most biological sequences show low diversities between individuals of
the same population as well as the same species. As mentioned in the introduction, human
genome sequences seem to diﬀer only in one percent of their genetic code. Hence, the expec-
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ted compression factor for a human individual should be very high if only its diﬀerences are
stored.

Experiments
For this experiments hg was selected and modiﬁed through artiﬁcially applied deletion and
insertion operations. ese artiﬁcial diﬀerences covered one percent of the original size of
the gnome. For the experiments the   alphabet consisting of ‘A’, ‘C’, ‘G’, ‘T’ and ‘N’,
was used due to unknown regions within the sequence of hg. Altogether, ﬁve experiments
with altered operation lengths, capturing 5, 25, 50, 250 and 500 bases (b) on average, were
performed. In addition the set containing the alternated genome was wrien to secondary
memory, while the described bit packing strategies (“No Bit Packing”, “Simple Bit Packing”
and “Maximal Bit Packing”) were compared.
Figure V. and V. shows the sizes of the serialised genome hg derivatives. e x-axis in
both ﬁgures shows the average operation lengths. For each average operation length the three
bit packing methods are compared. e le y-axis displays the sizes of the ﬁles in bytes (B)
and the right y-axis displays the numbers of Journal-Entries. e blue bar (le) represents the
standard method using no bit packing. e red bar (middle) represents the simple bit packing
strategy and the green bar (right) represents the strategy using maximal bit packing.
e ﬁrst simple observation that can be made, is that with an increased average operation
length the number of Journal-Entries decreased and also the size of the compressed ﬁles became smaller. If an average length of 5 bases was entered, the number of Journal-Entries
necessary to store the operations was almost 8, 5 million. e size of the unpacked format
was round 60 MB, while the maximal bit packing strategy could save 10 MB, which is 2 MB
less than the simple bit packing strategy could achieve for the same data set. In addition, the
plot shows an exponential decrease over the diﬀerent average lengths, which drives into a saturation of the sizes of exported Journal-Sets. e size of the unpacked Journal-Set converged
to almost 16 MB, the simple bit packing approach converged to around 8 MB and the maximal
bit packing strategy converged to around 6 MB. is saturation originates from the size of the
insertion string which has to be stored within the ﬁles.
As shown in ﬁgure V. the blue bar converged to a size of 16 ⋅ 10 Bytes over the diﬀerent
experiments, while the number of Journal-Entries decreased. Due to the uniform distribution
of the operations almost 15 ⋅ 10 bases were inserted (0.5% of the original genome size) in
each experiment.
Another observation is that the relative diﬀerence between the compared packing methods
for each experiment was constant which is also aributable to similar sizes of the insertion
strings in each experiment.
Figure V. shows the same experiments as ﬁgure V. except for an additional compression
of the exported data using gzip. Again, the three packing techniques are compared for each
experiment with another average operation length. e ﬁrst main diﬀerence, compared to the
results in V., is the similar size of the compressed data sets. Furthermore, gzip could achieve
a higher compression for the unpacked data set than for the bit packed data sets. While the
“gzipped’ version of the maximal bit packing approach resulted in a size of 25, 636, 828 bytes,
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Figure V.4: Compression of hg19 reference genome. The x-axis represents the experiments
with diﬀerent average operation lengths. The left y-axis represents the sizes of the serialised
data in bytes and the right y-axis represents the number of Journal-Entries. For each experiment
the three bit packing strategies are compared.

Figure V.5: Compression of hg19 reference genome using gzip in addition. The x-axis represents the experiments with diﬀerent average operation lengths. The left y-axis represents
the sizes of the gzipped, serialised data in bytes and the right y-axis represents the number
of Journal-Entries. For each experiment the three bit packing strategies are compared.
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Figure V.6: Comparison of the compression factors. The x-axis represents the experiments
with diﬀerent average operation lengths. The left y-axis represents the compression factor.
The unpacked size of the reference genome was used as input string. The solid lines represent
the unzipped data and the dashed lines the zipped data. On the right y-axis is shown the ratio
of the compression factor between the raw sizes and the “gzipped” sizes.

the “gzipped” version of the unpacked string was slightly lower with a size of 25, 363, 557
bytes. Even if the diﬀerence does not play a signiﬁcant role in the overall size of the compression, the time needed to compress the ﬁles could be relevant. e compression factor and
the diﬀerences between the raw Journal-Set formats and the “gzipped” versions as well as the
time needed to serialise the data are discussed in the following.
Figure V. shows the compression factors for each experiment. e blue lines indicate the
compression factor of the unpacked serialisation strategy. e red lines represent the simple
bit packing approach and the green lines represent the maximal bit packing approach. Again,
all data are related to the average operation length displayed on the x-axis. e le y-axis
represents the compression factors achieved by the respective method based on the unpacked
genome sequence as the input string. e right y-axis represents the compression factor ratios
between the raw format and the “gzipped” versions for each experiment. e solid curves
represent the compression factors of the raw data sets and the dashed lines the compression
factors of the “gzipped” ﬁles. e doed lines represents the ratios of the compression factors.
e primary observation is that for each packing strategy the compression factor increased
with the operation length. At the same time the compression factor strongly depended on the
number of Journal-Entries. e compression factors diverged more with less Journal-Entries.
ese observations can be reasoned by the fact that the huge number of the Journal-Entries
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Figure V.7: Serialisation times. Shown are the run-times of the implemented compressor needed to export the data sets for each experiment.

in the ﬁrst experiment (5 bases average operation length) outweigh the size of the insertion
string. e Journal-Entries are stored identically in each packing strategy. With increased
average length of the applied operations the number of Journal-Entries was reduced, such that
the packing of the insertion string became more important.
ese big diﬀerences between the unzipped formats were neutralised by the additional gzip
compression. Using gzip aer the serialisation led to almost the same compression factor for
each packing strategy. Figure V. shows that gzip gained beer compressions for the simple
bit packing and the unpacking strategies than for the maximal bit packing method.
ese diﬀerences between compression factors of the unzipped formats and the “gzipped”
formats are elucidated by the ratios between the compression factors for each packing strategy
(coloured doed lines). It shows that the gzip tool used to compress the raw format increased
the compression factor for the unpacking strategy up to a multiple of 3.2, while the packing
strategies could only be increased by a multiple of almost 2. In addition, the plots reveal that
gzip could compress unpacked sequences much beer than the packed strings. e more the
insertion sequence became the deciding factor for the size of the data set, the less gzip could
improve the compression factor for the packed strategies and the beer this tool could improve
the compression factor for the unpacked string.
Obviously, the compression results promote the usage of the unpacked strategy in combination with gzip, also if there were only minor enhancements. is raises the question
which strategy has the beer performance. Figure V. represents the times needed to store
each Journal-Set for each experiment. It clearly shows that only negligible diﬀerences existed
between both packing strategies. For the average operation length of 5 bases the unpacked
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approach performed 7 minutes faster, than the other two packing strategies. It also shows
that with decreased number of Journal-Strings the time needed to export the data was reduced rapidly to only a few seconds. e gzip tool needed almost the same time period for
each experiment and packing strategy, such that it does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the relative
diﬀerence of the shown runtimes.

Discussion
e results show that the size of a genome ( 3 GB uncompressed) could be greatly compressed
using the journaling approach as discussed in the previous chapters. e compression factor
strongly depends on the number of Journal-Entries needed to store the diﬀerences. In the experiments the size of the operations was uniformly distributed. In real genomic data the number
of single nucleotide polymorphisms is expected to be higher than the number of longer insertions or deletions [ Genomes Project Consortium, ]. Nevertheless, the insertions and
deletions can reach lengths up to several kilo bases [ Genomes Project Consortium, ].
Hence, the described results are a good measure for the maximal and minimal compression
factors expected for real genomic data. e more longer operations are contained within the
data, the higher is the expected compression factor and the smaller is the compressed data set.
e average size over all experiments for the “gzipped” version is round 10, 700, 000 bytes,
which results in an average compression factor of around 280. us the average entropy of
the experimental data accounted to 0.0036 bpc. Since, the experimental data show a similar
exponential behaviour as it is expected for real genomic data, the computed average numbers
indicate the expected outcome of real data sets.
Furthermore, the experiments show that a usual compression tool like gzip gains some additional compression for the serialised data. Gzip revealed beer compression results for the
unpacked strategy, than for the packed approaches. is results from the fact that the four
 values are uniformly distributed within the insertion buﬀer. In addition, the maximal bit
packing method ﬁlls all bits of a byte as long as there are values to compress, such that there
are barely long stretches of “ones” or “zeros”. Obviously, storing one value in a single byte
could be beer facilitated by gzip when the values are uniformly distributed.
It is also shown that the “gzipped” data sets had almost the same sizes. erefore, further
compression techniques are required in order to outperform standard compressors like gzip.
ere exists a strategy that can pack three   values in a single byte. Note, that a byte can
occupy 256 diﬀerent values. But there exists only 155 diﬀerent combinations for ﬁve values
at three positions. Let the values of the   alphabet be assigned with the following values:
𝐴 = 1, 𝐶 = 2, 𝐺 = 3, 𝑇 = 4 and 𝑁 = 5. en, three values can be encoded by the following
formula:
𝑖=𝑥 +𝑦 +𝑧 ,
(V.)
with 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ Σ . In order to decode the correct values, one could use a map for each combination, such that the corresponding triplet of values can be accessed in 𝑂(1).
Christley et al. [] discussed additional ways to compress the integers of the insertion
and deletion oﬀsets. Such methods could be used to gain higher compression results especially
if many Journal-Entries are stored. Unfortunately, they provided no time measurements for
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their compression approaches. us, their compression methods must be examined towards
the required compression time. It is desired to have fast compression run-times, especially
when dealing with multiple sequences.
In general, the journaling approach is a very eﬃcient strategy to compress the size of a
genome and also of multiple genomes. e compressed genome with a size of 10 MB could be
transmied via E-Mail in almost one minute. Despite this huge success, the currently existing
compression techniques must be extended in order to increase the compression factor, such
that similar transmission times can be expected for multiple genomes.
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VI

Currently, the colossal advancements within next-generation sequencing technologies demand for novel space-saving sequence formats and algorithmic approaches that can rapidly
analyse plenty of sequences.
e presented work describes the initial steps towards handling the enormous growth rate
of sequences. In addition, this work suggests sophisticated data structures that serve as foundation for swi sequence analysing methods to meet the requirements of modern research
institutions and of booming biochemical and pharmaceutical companies.
is concept is realized in SeqAn, providing a data structure referred to as Journal-String that
only focused on the eﬃcient management of one sequence to a reference sequence. JournalStrings have to be generated manually and one can not eﬃciently manage several sequences
with regard to a single reference. I will overcome these shortcomings by:
In this thesis I successfully accomplished the implementation of tools and algorithms necessary to eﬃciently work with multiple biological sequences encoded as space eﬃcient JournalStrings. I designed and developed elaborate methods to obtain a maximal space eﬃciency for a
Journal-String in main memory and in secondary memory. erefore, I implemented a special
score function that computes the maximal compression based on a pairwise sequence alignment and I used diﬀerent compression techniques to increase the compression when writing
the data to secondary memory. Based on the implemented methods I compressed an artiﬁcially generated human genome to around 10 MB from originally 3 GB and transmied it via
E-Mail.
As the eﬃcient management of the sequence data is required to be useful for large sequencing ventures, I engineered several algorithms optimised to work on Journal-Strings. One of
the essential algorithms was the synchronisation approach, which aligns two Journal-Strings
based on their encoded diﬀerences to a common reference. is approach was concretely
utilised for the exchange of a reference of a group of Journal-Strings. I showed that 1, 000 sequences with an average size of around 58 Kb could be aligned in almost 10 seconds. Furthermore, I suggested a way to improve the described algorithm to obtain beer alignment results.
Next to this major ﬁnding, I designed and implemented a method to generate a Journal-String
out of a pairwise sequence alignment.
I also extended the Journal-String derivatives by a third structure, a skip list, that provides
optimal asymptotic runtimes for search, insert and delete operations. I showed that this struc-
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ture is a good alternative to the unbalanced tree version, although the results showed that the
version using the sorted array outperforms the other structures.
Given that this piece of work provides an initial glimpse in this ﬁeld of bioinformatics, only
simple alignment algorithms were supported, in order to issue both the general problems and
approaches of the designed data structures. In the future, these algorithms must be extended
by more complex approaches which are well suited for entire genomes. Such algorithms,
for example BLAST [Altschul et al., ], LAGAN [Brudno et al., a] or Shuﬄe-LAGAN
[Brudno et al., b] compute local matches and extend these with elaborate methods.
A ﬁrst prototype of an algorithm generating a Journal-String out of a whole genome sequence alignment was implemented in the last stages of this thesis. erefore, the recently
developed STELLAR algorithm* within SeqAn was used as the basic genome alignment tool.
In general, this thesis successfully accomplished the ﬁrst milestone of a project that aims
to respond to the described increase of genomic sequence data with algorithmic approaches
that beneﬁt from redundancies across multiple datasets. In the following of this work I will
engineer enhanced algorithms that are based on this work to process multiple sequences in
parallel. erefore, the aggregation of huge parts of many sequences eminently beneﬁts the
parallelisation approach as identical parts need to be processed only once for each aggregated
sequence.
Furthermore I am going to extend the existing data structures and methods with algorithm
that dynamically build an index over Journal-Strings. Indices are widely used structures in order to enhance the speed of algorithmic approaches such as read mappers [Rumble et al., ;
Weese et al., ; Langmead et al., ]. Similar to the applied concept of the Journal-Strings
the suggested index method builds only the index over diﬀerences to a reference, while it utilises a previously build index of this reference. Furthermore, those indices could be serialised
to secondary memory, too. In this case, one could save and load entire sequence databases
without rebuilding indices or sequence information, so the purposed analysis methods could
be executed instantly.

*

hp://www.seqan.de/projects/stellar.html, received on ––



Appendix
Supplementary material, algorithm pseudo-codes and bibliography.

Algorithms

A

In the following, some algorithms used for this thesis are explained and their pseudo codes
given.

A.1 Alignment Algorithms
Needleman and Wunsch [] constructed a dynamic programming algorithm to compute the
best global alignment between two strings. e computation matrix is denoted with 𝑀 and
the tracback matrix with 𝑇. Both matrices have a dimension of (𝑛 + 1) ⋅ (𝑚 + 1), because one
row and one column is added for initialisation purposes. A gap is penalised with the function
𝛾 and 𝜎 returns the score for either a match or substitution. e best score is stored in 𝑠. e
pseudo code A. shows the pairwise alignment algorithm. Since (𝑛 + 1) ⋅ (𝑚 + 1) cells have
to be computed, the running time and space consumption require 𝑂(𝑛 ⋅ 𝑚), which is quadratic
in the length of the sequences.
An advancement of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is the introduction of a 𝑘-band (the
corresponding pseudo code is listed in A.). is approach makes sense for similar sequences,
because it is expected that the best alignment will be somewhere around the main diagonal
of 𝑀. It could happen that the initially chosen 𝑘 is to small and the best alignment leaves the
band at some position. e pseudo code A. demonstrates a wrapping which ﬁnds the optimal
alignment by adapting the size of 𝑘 during the computation. e traceback is omied since it
equals the described traceback in the pseudo code A..
In the following it is shown, that the 𝑘-band algorithm using the wrapping code is bounded
by a factor Δ = 𝑀⋅𝑛−𝑠. erefore, it is assumed for simplicity that the two aligned sequences
𝑎 and 𝑏 both have a length of 𝑛. 𝑀 denotes an uniform match score and 𝑑 denotes the gap
penalty. e optimal score of the best alignment using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is stored
in 𝑠. e best alignment obtained by the 𝑘-band algorithm is denoted as 𝑠 . en the runtime
of the 𝑘-band algorithm is 𝑂(Δ ⋅ 𝑛). e proof is divided into two parts. e ﬁrst part shows
under which conditions 𝑠 equals 𝑠. e second part shows that there exists an upper bound
for which the 𝑘-band algorithm terminates.
First it is proven, that if 𝑠 = 𝑠 the following must hold:
𝑠 ≥ 𝑀 ⋅ (𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1) − 2 ⋅ (𝑘 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑.



(A.)
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Proof. If there exists a best alignment with an optimal score 𝑠 that does not leave the band for
the current 𝑘, then obviously 𝑠 = 𝑠. In all other cases the best alignment leaves the band
somewhere. is requires the insertion of at least 𝑘+1 gaps in one direction to leave the band.
To return back to the diagonal there are again 𝑘 + 1 gaps necessary. Hence, the best score 𝑠 is
at least penalised 2 ⋅ (𝑘 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑. is also implies that there can be at most 𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1 matches.
Hence, the best score 𝑠 can only be 𝑀 ⋅ (𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1) − 2 ⋅ (𝑘 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑. If 𝑠 is greater or equal
this score, then the optimal alignment 𝑠 lies within the band 𝑘.
Proof. As previously shown, the best global alignment for a band 𝑘 terminates, if
𝑠 ≥ 𝑀(𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1) − 2(𝑘 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑
⟺
𝑠 − 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑛 + 𝑀 + 2 ⋅ 𝑑 ≥ −(𝑀 + 2 ⋅ 𝑑) ⋅ 𝑘 ⟺
−𝑠 + 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑛 − (𝑀 + 2 ⋅ 𝑑) ≤ (𝑀 + 2 ⋅ 𝑑) ⋅ 𝑘 ⟺
⋅
−1≤𝑘

(A.)

⋅

At this point the complexity accounts still to 𝑛 + 2𝑛 + 4𝑛 + 8𝑛 + … + 𝑘𝑛 ≤ 2𝑘𝑛, which is
not beer than 𝑂(𝑛𝑚). e goal is to ﬁnd a bound on 𝑘, such that the overall complexity is
bounded.
It is clear, that if the best global alignment lies within 𝑘, the previous score 𝑠 was less than
𝑠. Using the equation of A., then the following holds for 𝑘/2.
𝑀⋅𝑛−𝑠 /
𝑘
<
− 1.
2
𝑀+2⋅𝑑

(A.)

Two diﬀerent cases must be considered.
Case : If 𝑠 / = 𝑠 = 𝑠, then
𝑘<2⋅

𝑀⋅𝑛−𝑠
−1 .
𝑀⋅2⋅𝑑

(A.)

Case : If 𝑠 / < 𝑠 = 𝑠, then any best global alignment must leave the band somewhere and
thus has at least 𝑘/2 + 1 gaps, such that 𝑠 < 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝑛 − 𝑘/2 − 1) − 2(𝑘/2 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑. Based
on the equation in A., this is the same as:
𝑘<2⋅

𝑀⋅𝑛−𝑠
−1 .
𝑀+2⋅𝑑

(A.)

Since 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ + 2 ⋅ 𝑑 is a constant and Δ = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑛 − 𝑠, it follows that 𝑘 is bounded by 𝑂(Δ) and
thus the total bound is 𝑂(Δ ⋅ 𝑛).
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Input: two strings 𝑎 and 𝑏
Output: optimal alignment plus the corresponding score
Initialisation:
𝑀(0, 0) ←0
𝑀(𝑖, 0) ←−𝑖 ∗ 𝑑 and 𝑇(𝑖, 0) ←(𝑖 − 1, 0) ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, … , 𝑛]
𝑀(0, 𝑗) ←−𝑗 ∗ 𝑑 and 𝑇(𝑗, 0) ←(0, 𝑗 − 1) ∀𝑗 ∈ [0, … , 𝑚]
Recurrence:
for i = 1, … , 𝑛 do
for j = 1, … , 𝑛 do
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) ← 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) +𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1)
−𝑑
𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗)
−𝑑

𝑇(𝑖, 𝑗) ←maximizing pair (𝑖 , 𝑗 ); encoded as (←, ↖, ↑)
best score 𝑠 ←𝑀(𝑛, 𝑚)
Traceba:
repeat
if 𝑇(𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) then
print
else if 𝑇(𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) then
print
else
print
(𝑖, 𝑗) ←𝑇(𝑖, 𝑗)
until (𝑖, 𝑗) = 0
Algorithm A.1: Needleman-Wunsch.

A.2 Search Algorithms
e essence of the diﬀerent implemented Journal-String specialisations is that each provides
a search in 𝑂(log 𝑔) time, with 𝑔 being the number of Journal-Entries in the Journal-String in
best-case. In worst-case the unbalanced tree has a runtime of 𝑂(𝑛), while the other structures
remain optimal. e specialisation based on the sorted array uses the binary search, the unbalanced tree only has optimal search times if it is completely balanced. In this optimal case the
binary search tree supports the optimal runtime due to its composition. e skip list provides a
search in logarithmic runtime as well. In the following the algorithms are explained in pseudo
code as well as some sample illustrations for each search approach are prospected.
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Input: two strings 𝑎 and 𝑏
Output: optimal alignment at most k diagonals away from central diagonal plus the corresponding score
Initialisation:
𝑀(0, 0) ←0
𝑀(𝑖, 0) ←−𝑖 ∗ 𝑑 and 𝑇(𝑖, 0) ←(𝑖 − 1, 0) ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, … , 𝑘]
𝑀(0, 𝑗) ←−𝑗 ∗ 𝑑 and 𝑇(𝑗, 0) ←(0, 𝑗 − 1) ∀𝑗 ∈ [0, … , 𝑘]
Recurrence:
for i = 1, … , 𝑛 do
for h = −𝑘, … , 𝑘 do
𝑗 ←𝑖 + ℎ
if 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 then
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) ←𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) + 𝜎(𝑎 , 𝑏 )
if insideBand(i-,j,k) then
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) ←max(𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑀(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) − 𝑑)
else if insideBand(i,j-,k) then
𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗) ←max(𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑀(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) − 𝑑)
return 𝑀(𝑛, 𝑚), 𝑠
insideBand(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ←−𝑘 ≤ 𝑖 − 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘
Algorithm A.2: -band algorithm.

Input: two strings 𝑎 and 𝑏
Output: optimal alignment at most k diagonals away from central diagonal plus the corresponding score
Initialisation:
𝑘 ←1
repeat
compute 𝑠 using 𝑘-band algorithm
if 𝑠 ≥ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1) − 2(𝑘 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑 then
return 𝑠
𝑘 ←2 ⋅ 𝑘
until
Algorithm A.3: Wrapper of -band algorithm.

Sorted Array: e binary search algorithm, recursively cuts the search space in two smaller

intervals in each step, until the searched item is found. e pseudo code A. shows the corres-
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Input: sorted array 𝑠𝑎, 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑑, 𝑣𝑝
Output: upper bound to 𝑣𝑝
Searching:
while 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 < 𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 1 do
𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 ←⌈𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 + (𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛)/2⌉
if (𝑣𝑝 < 𝑠𝑎[𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒].vp) then
𝑒𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒
else if 𝑠𝑎[𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒].vp < 𝑣𝑝 then
𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 ← 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒
else
return 𝑠𝑎[𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒]
return 𝑠𝑎[𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒]
Algorithm A.4: Binary search on a sorted array.

Figure A.1: Binary search within a sorted array.

ponding steps. e input is a sorted array 𝑠𝑎 as well as the begin and the end position of the
respective search space. Additionally, the target element is given, which is the virtual position
𝑣𝑝 to be found. e algorithm picks the middle element of the initial interval as the pivot element in line 5. If 𝑣𝑝 is smaller than the virtual position of the element at the middle position of
𝑠𝑎, then the right border of the search space is updated to the pivot element, otherwise the le
border is updated (in lines 6−9). If the element is not found yet and the termination constraint
in line 4 is not fulﬁlled, then the next pivot element of the cut search space is selected.
Figure A. demonstrates the binary search on a sorted array of journal entries. Given is
a sorted array containing eight Journal-Entries. Note, that Journal-Entries are displayed as
abstract boxes labelled with their virtual position. e length of each element is 10 and the
physical positions are omied as they does not inﬂuence the search algorithm. Let 𝑣𝑝 = 25,
𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 0 and 𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 8. e search ﬁrst selects the ﬁh element at position 4 as the pivot
element. Since 25 is smaller than 40 and 𝑒𝑛𝑑 is set to 4. In the next step the third element at
position 2 is selected. 20 > 25, hence 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 2. In the last step the fourth element is picked
and the le border updated accordingly. Now the inequality 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 < 𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 1 does not hold
any longer, and the element with 𝑣𝑝 = 30 at the third position within 𝑠𝑎 is returned (white
box with blue outline), which is the upper bound of the searched element.
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Input: 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡, 𝑣𝑝
Node containing 𝑣𝑝
Searching:
r←root
while searching do
if 𝑣𝑝 < 𝑟.vp then
if hasLe(𝑟) = 0 then
return -
goLe(𝑟)
else if 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡.vp + 𝑟.l ≤ 𝑣𝑝 then
if hasRight(𝑟) = 0 then
return −1
goRight(𝑟)
else
return 𝑟
Algorithm A.5: Binary tree search

Figure A.2: Search within an unbalanced binary search tree.

Unbalanced Tree: e pseudo code in A. shows the search algorithm for a Journal-String

implemented as an unbalanced tree. e search begins with the root (line 4). en for each
visited node, the search continues in the le subtree or the right subtree, depending whether
𝑣𝑝 < 𝑟.vp or 𝑣𝑝 > 𝑟.vp + 𝑟.l, respectively. Otherwise the found node is returned.
Figure A. demonstrates the search on the binary search tree. In the case of 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 being
equal to the node with virtual position 30 and the requested virtual position 𝑣𝑝 = 25, the
ﬁrst check reveals that the searched position is somewhere in the le subtree. Hence, the
node with virtual position = 10 is selected. Since the searched element is greater than the last
position of this Journal-Entry, the searched value must be somewhere in the right subtree. e
next selected node contains the searched 𝑣𝑝.
Skip List: e skip list is a probabilistic data structure that is bounded by 𝑂(log 𝑛) operations

necessary to ﬁnd an element within the structure. e search algorithm is explained in pseudo
code in A.. e algorithm is passed with the maximal height ℎ of the skip list. Recall, that
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Input: 𝑆 , 𝑣𝑝
Journal-Entry containing 𝑣𝑝
Searching:
𝑖 ←ℎ
while element containing 𝑣𝑝 not found do
if hasRight(𝑆𝑖) then
goRight(𝑆 )
if 𝑆 .cargo.vp + 𝑆 .cargo.l > 𝑣𝑝 then
if 𝑆 .cargo.vp ≤ 𝑣𝑝 then
return 𝑆 .cargo
goLe(𝑆 )
goDown(𝑆 )
else if hasDown(𝑆 ) then
goDown(𝑆 )
else
return end of skip list
Algorithm A.6: Skip list search

Figure A.3: Search within a skip list.

the list 𝑆 contains only the element ⊘.
e search proceeds with the right neighbour that is closest to the current element within
𝑆 (line 7). If there is no right neighbour for the current list, then the search carries on with
the same element in the list below 𝑆
(lines 6, 13, 14). In the other case, if the the searched
𝑣𝑝 is contained within the currently examined Journal-Entry, then the corresponding entry
is found and returned. Note the cargo function access the current Journal-Entry of the list 𝑆 .
In the other case, if the 𝑣𝑝 is less then the virtual position of the current Journal-Entry, the
search carries on with the last element one list below in 𝑆
(lines 11, 12). If the element is
not contained within the list, then −1 is returned.
Figure A. demonstrates the search of the virtual position 62 on the skip list data structure.
e search begins in the list 𝑆 at position 0. Since this list only consists of the value ⊘, it has
no right adjacent by deﬁnition. Hence, in the ﬁrst step the algorithm proceeds with the list
𝑆 at the same position. en the next right element is selected, which is the sixth element of
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the 𝑆 list. Here the inequality 40 + 10 ≥ 62 is false, hence the algorithm tries to go further
right. In the example the ﬁrst four entries are skipped, without missing a possible hit. But
there is no element in 𝑆 at position 5, hence the the algorithm steps to the 𝑆 , the list below.
en the next right neighbour is chosen. Here, the inequality 60 + 10 ≥ 62 is true, such that
either a hit or a upper bound is found. In this special case the second inequality 60 ≤ 62 is
true, hence the Journal-Entry covering the virtual position 62 is found and can be returned.
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B

e proposed data structure and the accompanied algorithms were implemented in SeqAn
[Döring et al., ] which is an acronym for Sequence Analysis. SeqAn is an eﬃcient C++
[Stroustrup, ] based library that provides various bioinformatical sequence analysis algorithms and data structures. In order to accomplish the implementation of the data structures
and the algorithms the principles of SeqAn have to be well understood. SeqAn is optimized
towards fast analysis of sequence data. It is well-suited for the implementation of the data
structures and methods designed in this thesis, since it provides some of the described methods and approaches.
e basic principles of SeqAn are the generic implementation of the algorithms, the concept
of meta programming to generally apply the correct methods and values of objects during the
compile time and the global call of functions which allows for dynamically usage of the library.
Despite the fact that C++ was originally the extension of C considering novel concepts for “object oriented programming”, it also came across with the concept of “template programming”.
Template programming perfectly beneﬁts the generic interface of SeqAn, since abstract objects
and methods can be deﬁned that perform well with diﬀerent data types without implementing
a specialisation for each of them.
e listing B. demonstrates the usage of the template programming. e function returns
the reference to the element with the maximal value. Both elements are of type ’T’ which
is a abstraction and can be used for any data type that implements the operator ”>=”. Based
on the data types of the call values of max the compiler puts the correct data types into ’T’.
Listing B. shows three diﬀerent ways of how the function max can be called. Line 3 shows the
implicit way. ’T’ is set to int since the given elements are of type int. In contrast, line 4 shows
the explicit call of the same function. In this case ’T’ is set to float and the given elements
are treated as such data types. e call of max in the 6-th line would cause a compiler error,
since the data type of the second value does not match ’T’ which is implicitly set to an int
data type because of the ﬁrst value. e solution would be the declaration of a max function as
shown in B.. Here the function is extended with the second template parameter ’T2’. Note
that the return value is of type ’T1’, since it cannot be set dynamically during the function call.
Hence the returned value is eventually casted to the return value type. Line 7 in the listing
B. demonstrates the call of the extended max function.
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1
2
3
4
5

template <typename T>
const T max(const T &valA, const T &valB)
{
return (valA >= valB) : valA ? valB;
}
Listing B.1: C++ code for a generic max function.

1
2
3
4
5

template <typename T1, typename T2>
const T1 max(const T1 &valA, const T2 &valB)
{
return (valA >= valB) : valA ? valB;
}
Listing B.2: C++ code for a generic max function.

6

int A = 10;
int B = 6;
max(A,B);
max<float>(0.1, 4);
float C = 3.76;
max(A,C);
//compiler error

8

max(A,C)

1
2
3
4
5

//works fine
Listing B.3: C++ code for calling the generic max function.

is examples also demonstrates another feature of C++ which is called template deduction.
Template deduction refers to a special behaviour causing a function call of the function which
best matches the given input types. For example, the call of max in line 3 of the listing B.
jumps into the max function declared in listing B., because both values have the same type
and thus the ﬁrst declaration of max is more speciﬁc than the second declaration.
Another approach used in SeqAn is the principle of meta programming. Using this programming approach values or data types are set at compile time, allowing faster access during the
execution, since the program already knows which function, values or objects shall be called
or initialised.
is thesis also explains the term of bit packing. Listing B. shows how the information of
how many bits per value of a certain alphabet in SeqAn is retrieved at compile time. e most
unspeciﬁc declaration is the ﬁrst one. If any other value than Dna or Dna5 is used the meta
function would return the value 8. If the data type is of type Dna it returns 2 and for Dna5 it
returns 3. e following list shows the call and the result:
• int bpv = BitsPerValue<char>::VALUE ⇒ 8,
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• int bpv = BitsPerValue<Dna>::VALUE ⇒ 2,
• int bpv = BitsPerValue<Dna5>::VALUE ⇒ 3.

template <typename T>
struct BitsPerValue
{
enum {VALUE = 8};
};

1
2
3
4
5

template <>
struct BitsPerValue<Dna>
{
enum {VALUE = 2};
};

7
8
9
10
11

template <>
struct BitsPerValue<Dna5>
{
enum {VALUE = 3};
};

13
14
15
16
17

Listing B.4: C++ meta programming used to determine the bits per value of a certain data type
at compile time.

B.1 SeqAn Data Structures
In the following the basic data structures and the thesis related specialisations are discussed.

B.1.1 StringSet & String
As described in IV the primary data structure is the Journal-Set. It is implemented as a StringSet specialisation. Except for the special interfaces optimised managing Journal-Strings, the
basic interfaces allow for the handling of any kind of values within the set. A StringSet in
SeqAn is a generic container for any value but preferably used for String data types. e
listing B. shows the declaration of the Journal-Set within SeqAn. e Journal-Set owns its
values which means that it manages a copy of the added value. Note that the structure Owner<JournalSetBasic> is referred to as template subclassing. is is an approach used to specify
specialisations of specialised methods or objects which again supports the high ﬂexibility of
the SeqAn library.
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template <typename TValue>
class StringSet<TValue, Owner<JournalSetBasic> >
{
...
};

1
2
3
4
5

Listing B.5: Declaration of Journal-Set within SeqAn.

e other primary data structure was the Journal-String which is a specialisation of the
SeqAn String class. e String class is basically nothing but a generic container that stores
values as well as the StringSet does. However, the String is preferably used for more atomic
data types, such as an alphabet type like Dna or Dna5.
template <typename TValue, typename THostSpec = Alloc<>,
typename TJournalSpec = Sorted Array, typename TBuffSpec = Alloc<> >
class String<TValue, Journaled<THostSpec, TJournalSpec, TBuffSpec> >
{
...
};

1
2
3
4
5
6

String<Dna5, Journaled<Alloc<void>, SortedArray, Alloc<void> > >();
String<Dna5, Journaled<Alloc<void>, UnbalancedTree, Alloc<void> > >();
String<Dna5, Journaled<Alloc<void>, SkipList, Alloc<void> > >();

8
9
10

Listing B.6: Declaration of Journal-Set within SeqAn.

e listing B. demonstrates the declaration of the Journal-String and in lines 6, 7 and 8 the
anonymous initialisation of each of the in IV described specialisations of the Journal-String.
Note that within the declaration of the diﬀerent template parameters the last three parameters
are assigned with default values. us it is not speciﬁcally required to initialise each template
parameter.

B.1.2 Holder
Another discussed structure is the Holder class in SeqAn. is class is used within the JournalGroup or the Journal-String to store the reference string. A Holder is a powerful data type that
manages a relationship to another object. is relation can be diﬀerent in the sense of that
the Holder can be empty, can be the owner of the object, such that it manages a copy of the
object or it can be a dependent relationship, such that it only stores a reference to the object
(see ﬁgure B.).
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Figure B.1: The Holder interface of SeqAn. Shown are the three diﬀerent states of the Holder
which can be empty, owner or dependent. The default specialisation is tristate which manages
all three types of the Holder.
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Table C.1: Results of diﬀerent data compression tools for biological sequences obtained from
Chen et al. [2002]

Sequence
CHMPXX
CHNTXX
HEHCMVCG
HUMDYSTROP
HUMGHCSA
. HUMHBB
HUMDABCD
HUMHPRTB
MPOMTCG
PANMTPACGA
VACCG
average

Size











⋯

Biocompress-
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

GenCompress
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

CTW+LZ
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

DNACompress
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

C.1 Diﬀ-Format
In the case of the Simple specialisation the diﬀerences are only displayed through their position
in the reference sequence and if it is an insertion the inserted inﬁx is printed in FastA-Format.
In case of a deletion the position within the reference followed by the length of the operation
is displayed. Additionally both operations are marked with either a ’+’ or a ’-’ such that the
diﬀerences are clearly laid out (see ﬁgure C.). e specialisation of Alignment is not completely
ﬁnished yet, and it is marked with a dashed outline. However, it prints the diﬀerences as an
alignment to the reference string for this particular range.
e begin of a new sequence within a certain group is indicated by the control character ’@’
followed by the label of the string. If such a label is not given the default name is ‘sequence
#’ and the corresponding encounter of the current sequence. e begin of a new group is
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Figure C.1: Diﬀ-Format of the I/O-Module. Stored as the simple specialisation.
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marked with the control character ’>’. It is followed by the meta informations stored in the
Meta-Group object of each group. It consists of
• the label of the reference string preﬁxed with ref=<refernce_name>,
• the url of the reference string preﬁxed with url=<url>,
• the format of the reference string preﬁxed with format=<format> and
• the checksum of the reference string preﬁxed with checksum=<checksum>.
All these informations are optional. ey provide information that are useful for the import
of a Journal-Set to guarantee correct information. e label supports a beer understanding
of what this sequence is. e url can be used to specify the location of the reference string. If
it is stored on the physical memory, this information can be used to read the reference string
during the import if not speciﬁed otherwise. e format distinguishes which read algorithm
is used by SeqAn to read the reference. e following formats are supported:
• FASTA,
• FASTQ,
• GENBANK,
• EMBL,
• RAW.
e big advantage of this data structure is that diﬀerent sets can be combined by just appending it to one ﬁle in the given format. Data structure alignment and Endianness are not
concerned by the Diﬀ-Format writer, since the information is serialised as plain text. us
the representation of numbers and characters depends on the used character encoding of the
current system. ere might be problems if the information is wrien using unicode, e.g. unix
systems, and read with ANSI encoding, e.g. on windows systems for example ANSI-.

C.2 Binary-Format
Figure C. shows the particular structure of the binary ﬁle. e ﬁrst column represents the
name of the entity followed by a description and the data format. Eventually a value is given
for the entity. e ﬁrst part stores the meta informations of the Journal-Set and the writer
options used to serialize the container. It consists of an magic string that identiﬁes it as a ﬁle
for a Journal-Set. It further encodes a version consisting of a major and minor version number,
the number of bits used for a value of the alphabet, for example the both alphabets  and
  in seqan encode the values in two and three bits respectively (see table IV.), and the
number of stored strings and groups.
e next section of the ﬁle consists of a list of the groups organized within the set. For each
group the meta informations are stored ﬁrst and then the list of assigned Journal-Strings is
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Figure C.2: Binary-Format of the I/O-Module. The modular structure of the binary format.
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serialised aerwards. Note that labels, urls and other meta information are stored in plain
text. Since there are no delimiters stored the size of the string is stored ﬁrst, such that the
navigation through the ﬁle can be ensured even if no delimiters are used. A Journal-String
itself is stored by its operations to the reference string. Before the Journal-String is wrien to
a ﬁle it is adapted to a Journal-Descriptor as described in the previous section. e JournalString represents two types of areas. ose who match the reference and those who diﬀer
by an insertion to the reference. e information of a deletion is simply encoded as a void
between the physical position of two adjacent entries. is is transformed to a representation
of deletions before writing the ﬁle. e number of Journal-Entries can be reduced a lile using
this approach. To store an operation only its physical begin position and length is required. In
order to distinguish between an insertion and a deletion, the physical position of the deletion is
bitwise complemented ﬁrst. Aer all operations of one string are stored, the packed insertion
buﬀer is appended.
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